I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
====================

Background
----------

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs)[^21^](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} represent a common set of reference intake values used in Canada and the United States in planning and assessing diets of apparently healthy individuals and population groups. Past expert committees that developed these reference values took into consideration the deficiencies, inadequacies, and toxicities of nutrients and related food substances as well as relevant chronic disease outcomes. The increasing proportions of elderly citizens, the growing prevalence of chronic diseases, and the persistently high prevalence of overweight and obesity, which predispose to chronic disease, in Canada and the United States highlight the importance of understanding the impact of nutrition on chronic disease prevention and control, and on health promotion.

The approaches that expert committees have used to establish the DRIs usually worked well when these groups considered classical nutrient deficiencies and/or toxicities. However, when committees concluded that there was sufficient evidence to base a reference value on a chronic disease endpoint, deviations from the frameworks that were initially developed for DRI use were often required. In some cases, committees were unable to establish reference values for intakes that affected chronic disease outcomes despite evidence that supported relations between intakes and chronic disease outcomes.

Current project
---------------

A multidisciplinary working group sponsored by Canadian and US government DRI steering committees met from November 2014 to April 2016 to identify key scientific challenges that past DRI committees encountered in the use of chronic disease endpoints to establish reference values. The working group focused its discussions on 3 key questions:

1.  *1*) What are the important evidentiary challenges for selecting and using chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews?

2.  *2*) What intake-response models can future DRI committees consider when using chronic disease endpoints?

3.  *3*) What are the arguments for and against continuing to include chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews?

Currently, DRIs apply to apparently healthy populations, but changing demographics (e.g., an aging population) and health status (e.g., increasing rates of obesity) suggest a possible need for broader population coverage. Past DRIs generally focused on intakes achievable by dietary strategies, but the growing ability to modify intakes through fortification and supplementation is increasingly relevant to future DRI development. In addition to these evolving concerns, future DRI committees need to continue to take into account the broad and diverse uses of DRIs when considering options for DRIs, including those based on chronic disease endpoints.

The sponsors asked the working group to identify a (not necessarily exhaustive) range of options for answering each of the key questions and the strengths and weaknesses of each option, while keeping in mind current and future DRI contexts and uses. The sponsors did not ask the group to reach a consensus on which options have the highest priority. Final decisions about the feasibility and options for specific approaches for deriving DRIs on the basis of chronic disease outcomes will be made by a future DRI committee.

Judging the evidence
--------------------

The DRI process includes 2 key scientific decisions: *1*) whether the available evidence supports a causal relation between the food substance of interest and a selected outcome and, *2*) if so, which DRIs are appropriate based on the available data. DRI committees make these decisions for both beneficial and adverse effects. In the current project, the outcome of interest is a chronic disease.

### Challenges in evaluating the evidence

When a DRI committee assesses whether the intake of a given food substance is causally related to a chronic disease or attempts to determine the nature of an intake-response relation between a food substance and a chronic disease, it considers the characteristics of individual study designs and overarching issues that apply across different types of study designs. One of these overarching issues is the risk of bias, which depends on the design, conduct, and analysis of a study and is useful for assessing whether evidence is likely to support a conclusion about a causal relation. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) when they are well conducted and have adequate statistical power can minimize or eliminate many sources of bias, whereas observational studies are more vulnerable to confounding and sample-selection bias. Causality can be directly assessed with RCTs but must be inferred or its likelihood assessed from observational studies.

In RCTs, the food-substance intervention is known. Randomization increases the likelihood that measurement error or bias associated with dietary intake assessment will be evenly distributed among the groups. In contrast, assessing relations between food substances and chronic diseases in observational studies is particularly challenging because the assessment of intake is most often based on self-reported dietary intakes, which are subject to systematic bias, particularly intakes of energy. Unlike RCTs, in which valid comparisons among randomly assigned groups are possible without the use of dietary-assessment data, the validity and usefulness of observational studies depend on the accuracy and precision of the dietary assessments these studies use. Systematic reviews and meta-analyses, when they are well designed, can provide useful and well-documented summaries of the evidence on a relation between food substances and chronic diseases. However, the use of data from such analyses also requires caution because these analyses have the same biases and confounding problems as the original studies.

Which outcome measures a DRI committee selects for assessing the causality of a relation between food substances and chronic diseases is also important. It is possible to measure the occurrence of a chronic disease of interest directly or indirectly. Confidence that an observed relation between a food substance and a chronic disease outcome is causal is greatest when a study directly measures the chronic disease event or incidence. An indirect measurement involves a substitute measure (e.g., a qualified surrogate disease marker such as LDL cholesterol or a nonqualified disease marker such as carotid intima-media thickness for coronary heart disease). Some uncertainty is associated with the use of qualified surrogate disease markers, and considerable uncertainty is associated with the use of nonqualified disease markers as outcome measures.

### Tools for assessing the evidence

Tools are available to assess *1*) individual study quality and *2*) the overall strength of the totality of the evidence. Tools to assess individual study quality include the Bradford Hill criteria, quality-assessment instruments, and risk-of-bias tools. Quality-assessment instruments, such as the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network 50 (SIGN 50) methodology, assess the quality of a study from conception to interpretation. Risk-of bias tools assess the accuracy of estimates of benefit and risk in RCTs and nonrandomized studies. Other tools evaluate the quality of systematic reviews and meta-analyses \[e.g., A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR)\] or provide criteria for grading the evidence \[e.g., Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)\]. For DRI applications, reviewers might need to add nutrition-specific measures to generic assessment tools when they evaluate relations between food substances and chronic diseases (e.g., information on baseline or background nutritional status, assay methods used to measure biomarkers).

### Options for addressing evidence-related challenges

An early challenge in the DRI decision-making process is the identification of potentially useful measures (indicators) that reflect a health outcome associated with the food substance of interest. One option is to select an endpoint that is assessed as the chronic disease event (i.e., chronic disease defined by accepted diagnostic criteria) or by a qualified surrogate disease marker (e.g., LDL cholesterol for coronary heart disease). An alternative option would expand the types of outcome measures of chronic disease to include nonqualified disease markers. This would increase the number of relations between food substances and chronic disease outcomes for which committees could establish DRIs but is associated with considerable uncertainty as to whether the relation of the food substance and the chronic disease is causal.

Another challenge is to specify the acceptable level of confidence in the data that a DRI committee uses to establish causality. The level of confidence is based on the type of endpoint measured and the overall strength of the evidence. One option is to specify an acceptable level of confidence in (e.g., high or moderate) about the validity of the results that must be met before a reference value can be established. Another option is to use the actual level of certainty (e.g., high, moderate, or low) to describe the evidence associated with a given reference value. A final option is to let committees make this decision on a case-by-case basis.

Intake-response relations
-------------------------

Intake-response relations for classical nutrient requirements and adverse events associated with excessive intakes differ from those associated with chronic diseases. Traditional deficiency relations are based on absolute risk, in which an inadequate intake of the nutrient is both necessary and sufficient to cause a deficiency and an adequate intake is both necessary and sufficient to treat a deficiency. The intake-response relation between a nutrient and a deficiency disease is linear or monotonic within the range of inadequacy. In contrast, food substance--chronic disease relations are often expressed as relative risks, in which the baseline risk of a chronic disease is never zero and changes in intake may alter risk by relatively small amounts. In addition, reductions in relative risk are achievable through \>1 intervention, which means that the food substance of interest may not be necessary or sufficient to increase or decrease the relative risk of the disease. The relation between a food substance and a chronic disease indicator can be diverse (e.g., linear, monotonic, or nonmonotonic). A single food substance can have a causal relation with \>1 chronic disease, and intake-response curves for these different relations can differ.

### Options for determining an acceptable level of confidence

Several options are available for determining the acceptable level of confidence in the data that a DRI committee uses to determine intake-response relations once it has data that establish a causal relation. One option is to require a high level of confidence by, for example, using RCTs with a chronic disease or qualified surrogate disease marker as the outcome measure. Another option is to accept a moderate level of confidence in the data, which would allow for inclusion of data on chronic disease outcomes or qualified surrogate markers of disease from observational studies. A third option is to "piece together" different relations in which the outcome marker of interest is a common factor when direct evidence of the outcome marker's presence on the causal pathway between the food substance and a chronic disease is lacking. Therefore, if data show a quantitative relation between a food-substance intake and the outcome marker of interest and other data show a quantitative relation between the outcome marker of interest and the chronic disease, this evidence could be combined to establish a quantitative reference intake value for the chronic disease risk, if the confidence in the data is at an acceptable level.

### Options for types of reference values

If data for an acceptable level of confidence are available, a reference value based on chronic disease risk reduction can be determined. The challenges presented by the use of chronic disease endpoints to set reference values by using the traditional framework suggest the need for different types of reference values than are used for classical nutrient deficiencies and toxicities. For cases in which increasing intakes will reduce the risk of a chronic disease, one option is to estimate a chronic disease risk-reduction intake value \[e.g., a chronic disease risk-reduction intake value, such as a chronic disease (CD) value for reduced cardiovascular disease (CVD) reduction, could be denoted as CD~CVD~\] that is specific to a chronic disease outcome and is based on data reported as relative rather than absolute risk. Within this type of approach, 3 possible adaptations are identified: *1*) set a single chronic disease value at a level above which higher intakes are unlikely to achieve additional risk reduction for a specified disease (i.e., point estimate), *2*) set multiple reference values in relation to the expected degree of disease risk reduction across a spectrum of intakes to give a "family of targeted reductions," or *3*) set multiple chronic disease--related values (e.g., CD~CVD~, CD~cancer~) if the food substance is related to multiple diseases at different intakes. Another option is to express reference intakes as ranges of beneficial intakes.

Options for the derivation of Tolerable Upper Intake Levels (ULs) include the use of either one or both traditional adverse events (i.e., toxicities) and chronic disease endpoints, depending on the nature and strength of available evidence. One option is to derive ULs on the basis of a threshold approach by using traditional adverse events, if the UL based on chronic disease risk would be higher than a UL associated with a traditional adverse effect. A second option is to use chronic disease endpoints to set a UL in cases in which intakes associated with increased chronic disease risk are at a level below those associated with traditional adverse events. These values could be denoted as a chronic disease UL (UL~CD~) to distinguish them from a traditional UL. For this second option, approaches analogous to the derivation of CD values (e.g., the development of 1 or multiple values for specified levels of relative risk) or a threshold approach (e.g., identifying the inflection point at which absolute or relative risk increases) could be used. When increased chronic disease risks are observed over a range of intakes and the intake-response curve shows an inflection point that supports a threshold effect, the inflection point could be set as a UL~CD~. If there is no clear inflection point, then a single UL~CD~ value or a set of UL~CD~ values could be based on intakes that reduce risk at specified levels with the acknowledgment that it may not be possible to eliminate the targeted risk. Basing UL~CD~ values on risk reduction or minimization rather than risk elimination would further differentiate UL~CD~ values from traditional UL values. Such an option would entail the provision of adequate guidance to users with regard to their uses and application. A third option is to develop multiple values on the basis of both traditional adverse events and chronic disease endpoints with guidance provided to users with regard to the strengths and weaknesses of derived values, and examples of their appropriate uses. For all options, the feasibility of avoiding or minimizing the food substance in the diet must be considered when there is no threshold for risk.

### Options for resolving overlaps between benefit and harm

Intake distributions for some food substances associated with disease risk reduction might overlap with intake distributions associated with adverse events, including higher chronic disease risk. Several descriptive options are proposed for dealing with this issue. One option is to ensure that no point estimate or range of beneficial intakes for chronic disease risk reduction extends beyond the intake at which the risk of adverse events, including chronic diseases, increases. A second option is to predetermine criteria related to the severity and prevalence of targeted chronic diseases and the degree of change in the risk of specified intakes required to set a reference value. A third option is to simply describe the nature of the evidence and the public health implications of benefits and risks across the full range of intakes in which inferences are reasonably possible together with remaining uncertainties. Users would choose an appropriate balance between benefit and harm for the population of concern.

### Options for selecting an indicator or indicators and specifying intake-response relations

Several possible options are identified to address examples of challenges likely to be encountered when intake-response curves are based on chronic disease endpoints. One possible approach is to identify alternatives for addressing different types of outcome markers \[e.g., chronic diseases defined by accepted diagnostic criteria (clinical diseases per se) compared with qualified surrogate disease markers and nonqualified disease markers\] to derive intake-response relations. In this approach, several possible options are identified. One option is to select a single outcome indicator on the causal pathway, provided that it is sufficiently sensitive to quantify the relation between the food substance and the chronic disease. Another option is to integrate information from multiple indicators for a given chronic disease if they add substantially to the accuracy of the intake-response relation and reference value variation. A third option may be required when a single food substance is related to multiple chronic disease outcomes, each with a distinct intake-response relation. In this case, criteria for selecting appropriate endpoints or surrogate endpoints to establish intake-response relations, methods to integrate multiple endpoints, and methods to account for interindividual variability in the relations of interest need to be developed. Another option is to use a biological mode-of-action framework instead of a statistical approach in establishing quantitative reference intakes.

In applying these possible approaches, several factors that influence or confound quantitative intake-response relations need to be considered. The accuracy of intake-response relations is dependent on the accuracy of the measurements of intakes and outcomes. Systematic bias due to substantial underreporting (e.g., intakes, particularly energy intakes) is of particular concern. When available, the use of qualified and accurately measured biomarkers of nutrient and food-substance intakes may overcome biases in self-reported intakes. Another factor relates to the common problem of data being available on some, but not all, life-stage groups for which DRIs are established. Two options for dealing with this issue are identified, including limiting the establishment of DRI values based on chronic disease endpoints to populations that are identical or similar to the studied groups. Alternatively, extrapolation could be considered when sufficient evidence is available that specific intakes of a food substance can increase or decrease the risk of a chronic disease.

DRI process
-----------

### Arguments for or against including chronic disease endpoints in future DRIs

Evidence-based reference intake values and/or recommendations with regard to food substances causally related to the chronic diseases are desirable from public health and clinical perspectives. Yet, despite the growing chronic disease burden and continued use of DRIs, substantial challenges persist related to both the paucity of sufficiently relevant and robust evidence for evaluating putative causal relations between intakes and a chronic disease and the often-poor fit of the current Estimated Average Requirement (EAR)/Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) and UL frameworks for deriving DRIs on the basis of chronic disease endpoints. There is a clear desire to include chronic disease endpoints in the DRIs; however, the challenges reviewed in this report underscore the fact that the broader incorporation of chronic disease endpoints requires more sophisticated approaches than those previously used. These must also include approaches to issues concerning processes and starting points.

### Options for process components

The current DRI values were set by a process that reviews a group of essential nutrients and related food substances and clearly focuses on intakes required for health maintenance and chronic disease risk reduction. Two possible options for organizing future reviews and derivations of DRIs based on chronic disease endpoints are identified. The first option is to continue incorporating chronic disease endpoint considerations in future DRI reviews but to expand the types of reference values that could be set, while clearly differentiating between values based on classical nutrient adequacy and chronic disease endpoints. A second option is to create 2 separate but complementary, and possibly iterative and/or integrated, processes for the development of reference values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints and/or deficiency diseases. For example, a review is initiated specifically to set DRIs on the basis of chronic disease endpoints or when an existing independent process could be used.

### Options for starting point

The starting point of current DRI processes is individual food substances, and all pertinent outcomes related to varying intakes of given food substances are considered. If chronic disease endpoints are to be considered, one option is to focus on individual food substances or small groups of interrelated nutrients, an approach that is similar to the current DRI process. Conversely, another option is to focus on a specific chronic disease and its relation with multiple food substances.

Forthcoming tools
-----------------

Examples are discussed of forthcoming tools and novel study designs with potential utility in overcoming anticipated hurdles, such as complexities related to multiple, interactive etiologies and longitudinal characteristics of chronic diseases. These include the identification and use of new dietary intake biomarkers, the potential for the use of Mendelian randomization studies to inform causality, the use of U-shaped dose-risk relation modeling based on severity scoring and categorical regression analysis, consideration of enhanced function endpoints, the use of systems science, and the application of principles subsumed under the umbrella of precision medicine.

Conclusions
-----------

The development of the DRIs has proven to be critical for the successful elimination of diseases of deficiency in Canada and the United States. If the DRI framework could be improved to more effectively incorporate chronic disease outcomes, the potential impact on public health would be even greater. The next steps are to assess the feasibility of including chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews, to evaluate the relevance and appropriateness of expanding DRIs to populations beyond those currently targeted, and to determine which of the options and/or their adaptations identified in this report may warrant inclusion in a future chronic disease DRI framework.

II. BACKGROUND
==============

DRIs are a common set of reference intake values that the Canadian and US governments, individuals, and organizations use for planning and assessing the diets of apparently healthy individuals and populations ([@b1]--[@b3]). The Food and Nutrition Board (FNB) periodically convenes ad hoc expert committees to develop DRIs for specified food substances. DRIs are guides for achieving safe and adequate intakes of nutrients and other food substances from foods and dietary supplements. The DRI committees establish DRIs within a public health context for the prevention of nutrient deficiencies, for reduction in risk of other diseases, and for the avoidance of potential adverse effects of excessive intakes. DRIs are available for 22 groups based on age, sex, pregnancy, and lactation in apparently healthy populations. Future DRI committees might need to review whether the population coverage should be expanded to include morbidities of high prevalence.

The definition of "food substances" for this report is provided in [**Text Box 1**](#box1){ref-type="boxed-text"}. Future DRI committees might find it useful to review and revise this definition.

*Food substances* consist of nutrients that are essential or conditionally essential, energy nutrients, or other naturally occurring bioactive food components.

Previous DRI committees have used the term "apparently healthy populations" as defined in [**Text Box 2**](#box2){ref-type="boxed-text"}.

DRIs are reference intakes for *apparently healthy populations*. DRI intake levels are not necessarily sufficient for individuals who are malnourished, have diseases that result in malabsorption or dialysis treatments, or have increased or decreased energy needs because of disability or decreased mobility ([@b1]).

There is no single uniform definition of "chronic disease" ([@b4]) and defining this concept for DRI evaluations, although highly relevant, is outside this project's scope. Future DRI committees will probably need to define this term. Existing definitions of this term differ with respect to whether a chronic disease requires medical attention, affects function, has multiple risk factors, or can be cured. There are many definitions of chronic disease, several examples of which are shown in [**Text Box 3**](#box3){ref-type="boxed-text"}.

Examples of definitions of chronic diseases
-------------------------------------------

1.  WHO: Noncommunicable diseases, also known as chronic diseases, are not passed from person to person. They are of long duration and generally slow progression. The 4 main types of noncommunicable diseases are CVDs, cancers, chronic respiratory diseases, and diabetes ([@b5]).

2.  US Department of Health and Human Services: Chronic illnesses are conditions that last ≥1 y and require ongoing medical attention and/or limit activities of daily living ([@b4]).

3.  Institute of Medicine Biomarkers Committee: A chronic disease is a culmination of a series of pathogenic processes in response to internal or external stimuli over time that results in a clinical diagnosis or ailment and health outcomes (e.g., diabetes) ([@b6]).

History of nutrient intake reference values
-------------------------------------------

The establishment of quantitative nutrient intake reference values in the United States and Canada began around 1940 with a single type of reference value in each country: *1*) the Recommended Nutrient Intakes, or RNIs, for Canadians and *2*) the RDAs for the United States ([@b1]). These values were the intakes of essential nutrients that the experts who developed them expected would meet the known nutrient needs of practically all healthy persons.

In 1994, an FNB committee recommended that future intake reference values reflect more explicit statistical constructs of distributions of requirements across individuals ([@b7]). As a result, DRI committees began deriving reference values from population-specific estimates of average requirements (EARs) and associated population variability (RDAs) ([@b1], [@b3]). This approach allowed DRI users to calculate the prevalence of inadequacy in populations and the probability of inadequacy in individuals ([@b1], [@b8]--[@b10]). The FNB committee also recommended adding a reference value that reflects an upper safe level of intake (UL) ([@b7], [@b11]). All DRI reports published after 1996 implemented these recommendations ([**Table 1**](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, with the progressive implementation of the revised DRI process, the committees that produced these reports recognized that the EAR and RDA model and the UL model were inappropriate for some outcomes of interest. Therefore, DRI committees added new reference values, as follows: *1*) Adequate Intake (AI), *2*) Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Range (AMDR), and *3*) Estimated Energy Requirement, or EER ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

DRIs and their definitions[^1^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  DRIs                                                         Definition
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Based on 1994 Food and Nutrition Committee recommendations   
   EAR                                                         The average daily nutrient intake level that is estimated to meet the requirements of half of the healthy individuals in a particular life stage and sex group.
   RDA                                                         The average daily dietary nutrient intake level that is sufficient to meet the nutrient requirements of nearly all (97--98%) healthy individuals in a particular life stage and sex group.
   UL                                                          The highest average daily nutrient intake level that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects for almost all individuals in the general population. As intake increases above the UL, the potential risk of adverse effects may increase.
  Added by DRI committees in 1994--2011                        
   AI                                                          The recommended average daily intake level based on observed or experimentally determined approximations or estimates of nutrient intake by a group (or groups) of apparently healthy people that are assumed to be adequate; used when an RDA cannot be determined.
   AMDR                                                        The range of intakes of an energy source that is associated with a reduced risk of chronic disease, yet can provide adequate amounts of essential nutrients; expressed as a percentage of total energy intake.
   EER                                                         The average dietary energy intake that is predicted to maintain energy balance in a healthy adult of a defined age, sex, weight, height, and level of physical activity consistent with good health. In children and pregnant and lactating women, the EER includes the needs associated with the deposition of tissues or the secretion of milk at rates consistent with good health.

From reference [@b1]. AI, Adequate Intake; AMDR, Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Range; DRI, Dietary Reference Intake; EAR, Estimated Average Requirement; EER, Estimated Energy Requirement; RDA, Recommended Dietary Allowance; UL, Tolerable Upper Intake Level.

In response to evolving science that suggests beneficial effects of diets and dietary components in reducing the risk of chronic disease ([@b12]), the 1994 FNB committee also recommended that DRI committees include reduction in the risk of chronic disease in the formulation of future reference values when sufficient data on efficacy and safety are available ([@b7]). All 7 subsequently published DRI reports placed a high priority on an evaluation of potential chronic disease endpoints for all of the nutrients they reviewed ([@b13], [@b14]). However, these panels based only a limited number of DRIs on chronic disease endpoints: dietary fiber and coronary heart disease, fluoride and dental caries, potassium and both hypertension and kidney stones, and sodium and CVD ([@b15]).

Uses of DRIs
------------

The uses of reference intake values have expanded considerably beyond the original intent of helping governments plan and evaluate nutrition programs and policies. Uses now include general nutrition education and guidance for the public, dietary management of clinical patients, identification of research gaps and priorities, research design and interpretation, food product development, regulatory applications, and guidance for international and other organizational reference values.

The evolving range of diverse uses and users of reference intake values underscores the need for the transparent documentation of scientific decisions made by DRI committees and for reference intake values that lend themselves to a wide range of applications. DRI reports focus on the scientific and public health aspects of the intakes of nutrients and food substances, but they do not make policy recommendations, with one notable exception. The 1997 amendments to the US Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act mandated that food manufacturers could use "authoritative statements" from certain scientific bodies, including the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, as health claims on food labels in the US marketplace without undergoing usual US Food and Drug Administration review and authorization procedures ([@b16]). This latter policy is not operative in Canada.

Report overview
---------------

This report, in section III, provides an overview of the current project, whose purpose is to critically evaluate key scientific challenges in the use of chronic disease endpoints to establish reference intake values. Section IV describes the framework that the working group used as background information for this project. Sections V-A, V-B, and V-C describe options that the working group identified to assess evidentiary challenges related to determining whether relations between food substances and targeted chronic diseases are causal. Options for establishing intake-response relations between food substances and chronic disease endpoints are the focus of section VI. Section VII addresses considerations for future DRI committee processes, and section VIII discusses some forthcoming tools that could be applied to the establishment or application of DRI values based on chronic disease endpoints. Section IX offers a few conclusions and next steps.

III. CURRENT PROJECT
====================

This section describes the rationale for this project as well as its objectives and key questions. Motivations for the project were well-established links between diet and health throughout the life course and the expectation that evidence-based changes in the intakes of food substances would enhance well-being and reduce disease risk. The broad application of reference intake values, increasing rates of chronic diseases among US and Canadian populations, growing financial and quality-of-life burdens represented by that dynamic, and shortcomings of the EAR/RDA and UL models provided additional reasons to undertake this effort.

Several US and Canadian government agencies are continuing DRI-related harmonization efforts initiated in the mid-1990s by jointly sponsoring the current project. These agencies convened a working group with a broad and diverse range of scientific and DRI experience ([**Table 2**](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The group had numerous discussions via conference calls and at a public workshop ([@b17]). The sponsors also solicited public comment on the working group deliberations.

###### 

Working group members and their institutions

  Working group member                             Institution
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Jamy D Ard, MD                                   Associate Professor, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Wake Forest University
  Stephanie Atkinson, PhD, FCAHS                   Professor, Department of Pediatrics, McMaster University
  Dennis M Bier, MD                                Professor of Pediatrics, and Director, Children\'s Nutrition Research Center, Baylor College of Medicine
  Alicia L Carriquiry, PhD                         Distinguished Professor, Department of Statistics, Iowa State University
  Cutberto Garza, MD, PhD (Chair)                  Professor, Boston College, and Visiting Professor, George Washington University Milken Institute School of Public Health and Johns Hopkins University
  William R Harlan, MD, FACP, FACPM, FAAFP, FAHA   Research Consultant (retired), NIH
  Dale B Hattis, PhD                               Research Professor, The George Perkins Marsh Institute, Clark University
  Janet C King, PhD                                Executive Director, Children\'s Hospital Oakland Research Institute, and Professor Emeritus, University of California, Berkeley and Davis
  Daniel Krewski, PhD                              Professor and Director, McLaughlin Centre for Population Health Risk Assessment, University of Ottawa
  Deborah L O\'Connor, PhD, RD                     Professor, Department of Nutritional Sciences, University of Toronto, and Senior Associate Scientist, The Hospital for Sick Children
  Ross L Prentice, PhD                             Member, Public Health Sciences Division, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, and Professor of Biostatistics, University of Washington
  Joseph V Rodricks, PhD, DABT                     Principal, Ramboll-Environ International Corporation
  George A Wells, PhD, MSc                         Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Community Medicine, University of Ottawa Heart Institute

The focus of the current project was on the relation between food-substance intakes and chronic disease endpoints. The working group applied elements of the traditional DRI-related context to its work: a prevention (public health) orientation, intakes that are achievable within a dietary context (and, in a few highly selected cases, through dietary supplements, such as folate supplements during pregnancy), and primary applicability to the apparently healthy population.

Objectives
----------

One objective of this project was to critically evaluate key scientific issues involved in the use of chronic disease endpoints to establish reference intake values. A second objective was to provide options for future decisions about whether and/or how to incorporate chronic disease endpoints into the process for establishing DRI values. The sponsors asked the working group not to try to reach consensus on which options were best, but rather, to identify a range of options and their strengths and weaknesses. None of the options in this report excludes other possibilities, and the order of presentation or amount of space devoted to each option is not intended to convey relative priorities. Subsequent expert groups will make final decisions about future DRI approaches to chronic disease endpoints. The key scientific decisions that are the backbone of DRI development ([**Table 3**](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) provided context for the working group's discussions.

###### 

DRI decisions and considerations[^1^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. **Causality: Is the relation between the food substance and the chronic disease or diseases causal?**
   a. Objective assessment of the relevance and robustness of available studies
   b. Clear identification of the putative benefit or increased risk ascribed to targeted food substance or substances (e.g., amelioration or exacerbation of absolute or relative risks, level of severity)
   c. Selection of candidate chronic disease outcomes (e.g., chronic disease event, surrogate disease marker, nonqualified outcome) that reflects targeted causal relations
   d. Delineation of uncertainties related to determination of causality
   e. Evaluation of challenges likely to be encountered because of the extrapolation of causality from studied to unstudied groups
  2\. **Intake-response relation: What is an appropriate DRI value (provided that causality has already been determined)?**
   a. Objective assessment of the relevance and robustness of available evidence
   b. Determination of the type of reference value that is most appropriate given the available data (e.g., mean ± variances, ranges) and user needs (e.g., planning or assessment for individuals or groups)
   c. Selection of candidate indicators for establishing an intake-response relation (i.e., endpoints for quantification)
    i. What are the complexities of the intake-response relation (e.g., linear, curvilinear, overlapping of benefit, or increased risk curves)?
    ii. What are the characteristics of possible indicators (e.g., chronic disease event or biomarker relative to the causal pathway between intake and the chronic disease)?
   d. Identification of statistical models or other approaches (e.g., statistical, population-derived) to quantify the relation
   e. Delineation of uncertainties in the available data
   f. Identification of adjustments that may be necessary (e.g., about bioavailability, bias in exposure, outcome measures)
   g. Evaluation of challenges likely to be encountered in the extrapolation of a reference intake value from studied to unstudied groups
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evaluations of the effect of increasing intakes on both benefit (i.e., decreased risk of chronic disease) and safety (i.e., increased risk of chronic disease) as intakes increase are a core part of the DRI review process. Although DRI committees often review benefit and safety separately, the generic nature of the issues they must address in their review are likely to be the same for both types of review. This report focuses on the key questions related to causality and the intake-response relation. DRI, Dietary Reference Intake.

The working group identified a (not necessarily exhaustive) range of options for answering each of 3 key questions and identifying strengths and weaknesses of each option, while keeping in mind current and future DRI uses. The key questions are listed in the following sections.

### Key question 1: What are the important evidentiary challenges for selecting and using chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews?

The types of scientific evidence in the DRI-development process that are necessary to establish the essentiality of nutrients differ from the type of evidence needed to evaluate relations between food substances and chronic diseases ([@b7]). A key challenge is the limited availability of RCTs that are designed to establish that a food substance of interest is causally related to a given chronic disease outcome. A much larger body of evidence based on prospective cohort and other observational studies is available that shows associations between food substances and chronic diseases, but common study design limitations in such instances make it challenging to determine causality ([@b18]). The availability of studies that measured functional and other intermediate biomarkers (including qualified surrogate disease markers and nonqualified disease markers) of chronic disease risk has strengthened the ability to determine the utility of different study designs and endpoints for accurately predicting the impact of reference intakes on chronic disease outcomes ([@b6]).

The availability of recently developed evaluation tools and techniques (e.g., SIGN 50 methodology) ([@b19]) and grading tools (e.g., GRADE) ([@b20]) have enhanced the ability to assess the quality of individual studies and the overall strength of the totality of the available evidence. Although developers did not design and validate these types of tools for DRI applications ([@b21]), DRI committees can adapt them for DRI applications to help address the evidentiary challenges that are discussed more fully in sections V-A, V-B, and V-C.

A re-evaluation of the appropriateness of chronic disease endpoints and development of criteria for their use is timely because of the substantive knowledge base that has emerged in recent decades on relations between food substances and chronic diseases. The working group focused on options for addressing evidentiary challenges that future DRI committees must consider when they evaluate and select chronic disease endpoints.

### Key question 2: What intake-response models can future DRI committees consider when using chronic disease endpoints?

The DRI intake-response relation models best equipped to deal with deficiency endpoints often are not appropriate for chronic disease endpoints ([@b13], [@b22]). For the purpose of this report, "intake" refers to intake exposure to a food substance. "Intake-response relation" refers to the impact on physiologic processes of a range of dietary intakes. Related challenges include difficulties in the use of nutrient-status indicators (e.g., serum nutrient concentrations) to estimate optimal intakes on the basis of chronic disease endpoints. In addition, it is often difficult to use the relative risk data commonly available on relations between food substances and chronic diseases to calculate a population average and variance, as is necessary for deriving EARs and RDAs. DRI committees have generally found AIs to be useful for deriving chronic disease endpoints, but DRI users have found AIs difficult to apply when assessing and planning diets for groups ([@b13]).

DRI committees have also encountered challenges in basing ULs on chronic disease endpoints. These committees did find convincing evidence that higher intakes of several food substances were associated with increased risks of certain chronic diseases. However, the absence of an apparent threshold effect for the associated intake-response relations resulted in either failure to establish a UL or the establishment of an arbitrary UL on the basis of considerations other than the traditional model for establishing DRIs ([@b23], [@b24]). It is therefore important to identify other approaches and models for deriving quantitative reference values that are related to both benefits and risks of food-substance intakes for chronic disease outcomes.

### Key question 3: What are the arguments for and against continuing to include chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews?

The 1994 FNB committee was concerned about the need to consider differences among relations between nutrients and diseases of deficiency compared with those between food substances and chronic diseases in decisions about whether to combine these 2 types of relations or to address them separately ([@b7]). Subsequent evaluations of the DRI process have continued to question whether a single process or separate processes are most appropriate for this purpose ([@b13], [@b22]).

IV. CURRENT PROJECT FRAMEWORK
=============================

This section describes the framework that the working group used in its reviews and deliberations. Chronic diseases are the leading cause of death and disability in the United States and Canada, and they account for a major proportion of health care costs ([@b25], [@b26]). Globally, 38 million people die annually from chronic diseases, and almost three-quarters of these deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries ([@b5]). With changing demographics (e.g., aging populations) and increasing rates of overweight and obesity, public health concerns and costs related to chronic diseases are expected to increase further in the coming decades.

Published evidence shows that "healthy" dietary choices and lifestyles can help prevent or control several chronic diseases ([@b27]). The technological capabilities of assessing individual and population risks of chronic diseases and options for modifying foods and behaviors that affect diets are likely to expand. At the same time, the understanding of the development of chronic diseases through the life course is increasing.

The evaluation of relations between food substances and chronic diseases is complex, and a single conceptual model is unlikely to fit all cases. Chronic diseases are generally considered to be pathologic processes that are noncommunicable, of long duration, of slow progression, and of multifactorial etiologies, which, in turn, may be influenced by genetic backgrounds, age and sex, comorbidities, environments, lifestyles, and an increasing prevalence of obesity ([@b5], [@b25]). They represent a wide range of conditions, including heart disease, cancer, arthritis, diabetes, and macular degeneration. Chronic diseases have varying public health importance, severity, prevalence, and availability of effective treatments and prevention strategies. These diseases begin years before signs and symptoms become evident with the use of current diagnostic technologies. Complex factors interact to influence chronic disease progression, including interactions between food substances. In some cases, one factor (e.g., a particular food substance) may only exert an effect if other factors are also present or absent. Food-substance effects are often small in individuals but can have significant beneficial or detrimental effects on populations. Defining populations at risk of a chronic disease is also challenging because many diseases are associated with, or modified by, other morbidities (e.g., obesity is associated with several comorbidities in the elderly) and demographic characteristics (e.g., proportions of individuals aged ≥65 y and changing pharmaceutical uses).

Because the human diet is a complex mixture of interacting components that cumulatively affect health ([@b28]), isolating the effects on chronic disease risk of a single food substance or a small number of them can be challenging. In addition, the risks of chronic disease can be associated with either decreasing or increasing intakes of food substances (e.g., of fiber or saturated fat, respectively). The observed intake-response characteristics generally do not fit the threshold-based EAR/RDA and UL approaches that are based on absolute risk and that DRI committees use to set reference values for nutrient deficiencies and related toxicities ([@b22]).

Intake-response curves have varied shapes. Both high and low intakes of some substances may increase the risk of a chronic disease, and high and low intakes of the same food substance sometimes have overlapping effects \[e.g., the intake-response curve for the decreasing effect of increasing fluoride intakes on dental caries overlaps with the intake-response curve for the effect of increasing fluoride intakes on fluorosis ([@b29])\]. Observational data suggest that a given food substance can be related to multiple chronic disease outcomes, and each relation can have its own distinctive intake-response curve ([@b22], [@b30]). These complexities indicate the need for a multidisciplinary approach to developing nutrient-specific and context-specific frameworks that involves scientists with a wide range of expertise.

It is useful to compare the reference value concepts traditionally used for nutrient requirements and toxicities with the concepts that pertain to chronic disease risk reduction ([**Table 4**](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Historically, the food substances for which expert panels established reference values tended to be essential or conditionally essential nutrients or those that supplied energy ([@b31]). With its inception, the DRI-development process broadened this concept to include food substances with documented effects on chronic disease risk (e.g., fiber, saturated fats, and *trans* fats). Today, there is considerable interest in expanding future DRIs to include other bioactive components with documented health effects ([@b32]--[@b34]). Although essential nutrients have a direct and specific effect on nutrient deficiencies, other food substances alone might be neither necessary nor sufficient to reduce disease risk. Even if research has established a causal relation between a food substance and a chronic disease outcome, the mechanisms of action are often unknown or poorly understood. Research results on chronic disease risks are often expressed as relative risks as opposed to the reporting of absolute risks that experts typically use to define nutrient requirements for essential nutrients. Although the evidence may be reported as relative risks, DRI decisions may also need to consider the relation of a food substance and chronic disease within an absolute risk context ([@b35]).

###### 

Traditional and chronic disease endpoints for DRIs[^1^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Issue                              Eligibility for consideration                                                                                                                                                             Focus                                                                                                                                                                    Characteristics                                                                   Expression of risk
  ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Traditional endpoints              Food substances that are essential or conditionally essential or that are components of energy nutrients (e.g., fats, proteins, and carbohydrates).                                       Nutrient requirements                                                                                                                                                    Adequate intakes are essential for preventing and treating deficiency diseases.   Average inflection point between adequate and inadequate intakes (EAR) of a group and its associated population variance (RDA).
  Nutrient toxicities                Intakes at some level above adequate intakes may pose the risk of adverse health effects.                                                                                                 Highest intake of a group that is unlikely to pose a risk of adverse effects and above which the risk of adverse effects increases (UL).                                                                                                                   
  Chronic-disease endpoints          Naturally occurring food substances, including nutrients, for which changes in intake have been demonstrated to have a causal relationship to the risk of one or more chronic diseases.   ↑Intakes of "beneficial" substances                                                                                                                                      With ↑ intakes, the relative risk ↓ compared with baseline intakes.               Relative risk (ratio of the probability of an event occurring in a group with higher intakes to the probability of an event in a comparison group with lower intakes).
  ↓Intakes of "harmful" substances   With ↓ intakes, the relative risk ↓ compared with baseline intakes.                                                                                                                       Relative risk (ratio of the probability of an event occurring in a group with lower intakes to the probability of an event in a comparison group with higher intakes).                                                                                     

DRI, Dietary Reference Intake; EAR, Estimated Average Requirement; RDA, Recommended Dietary Allowance; UL, Tolerable Upper Intake Level; ↑, increased or increases; ↓, decreased or decreases.

V-A. JUDGING THE EVIDENCE: EVIDENTIARY CHALLENGES
=================================================

This section and the next 2 sections discuss ways to assess the strength of the evidence on causal relations between food substances of interest and targeted chronic diseases. This section focuses on study designs and related issues that affect the use of evidence to assess the causality of these relations in DRI evaluations.

The DRI process involves 2 key decisions: *1*) whether available evidence supports a causal relation between the food substance of interest and the chronic disease and, *2*) if so, what DRIs may be appropriately derived from the available data. DRI committees make these 2 key decisions for both beneficial and adverse effects as guided by 2 key questions and their component characteristics ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). When DRI committees find causal relations between food substances and chronic diseases, they can then derive DRI values that are appropriate given the evidentiary base that supports the intake-response relations. Tolerance of uncertainty is likely to vary for decisions about beneficial compared with adverse effects and for decisions involving causal compared with intake-response relations.

Judging evidence to develop DRIs on the basis of chronic disease endpoints has been an evolutionary process that continues to present major challenges. The 1994 FNB committee noted that consideration of chronic disease endpoints often requires a different type of evidence than the evidence that committees have used for determinations of nutrient requirements on the basis of classical deficiency diseases ([@b7]). In the 6 DRI reports published between 1997 and 2005, the totality of the evidence from both observational and intervention studies, appropriately weighted, formed the basis for conclusions with regard to causal relations between food-substance intakes and chronic disease outcomes ([@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]). The 2011 DRI Committee on Calcium and Vitamin D stated that RCTs provided stronger evidential support over observational and ecologic studies and were therefore necessary for the committee to further consider a health-outcome indicator ([@b14]). This committee also considered whether evidence from published RCTs and high-quality observational studies was concordant and whether strong biological plausibility existed. The paucity of studies specifically designed to support the development of DRIs continues to be a challenge.

Overarching challenges
----------------------

When a DRI committee considers the strength of the evidence for its decisions, it considers overarching challenges that apply across different types of study designs and specific study design characteristics. This section discusses 3 overarching challenges: sources of bias, selection of chronic disease outcome measures, and statistical issues.

### Sources of bias

A bias consists of systematic (not random) errors in estimates of benefits or risks due to a study's design or in the collection, analysis, interpretation, reporting, publication, and/or review of data ([@b39]). Bias results in erroneous (as opposed to less precise) estimates of the effects of exposures (e.g., food substances) on outcomes (e.g., risk of chronic disease).

Evaluations of whether evidence likely supports a conclusion about causation often use risk-of-bias concepts. Risk of bias varies by study design ([**Figure 1**](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b40]--[@b43]). At each ascending level in the pyramid in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the quality of evidence is likely to improve (i.e., the risk of bias decreases) and the quantity of available studies usually declines. Within each level, however, quality varies by study design and implementation, which can blur the quality differences among hierarchies in the pyramid. Confidence in whether relations of interest are causally related generally increases toward the top of the pyramid.

![Hierarchy of evidence pyramid. The pyramidal shape qualitatively integrates the amount of evidence generally available from each type of study design and the strength of evidence expected from indicated designs. In each ascending level, the amount of available evidence generally declines. Study designs in ascending levels of the pyramid generally exhibit increased quality of evidence and reduced risk of bias. Confidence in causal relations increases at the upper levels. \*Meta-analyses and systematic reviews of observational studies and mechanistic studies are also possible. RCT, randomized controlled trial.](ajcn139097fig1){#fig1}

[**Table 5**](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} lists sources and types of bias that can affect nutrition studies. [**Table 6**](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} describes examples of criteria for assessing the risk of bias associated with different study types. It is possible to avoid or minimize some types of biases in the study design, conduct, and analysis stages by using, for example, double-blinding, management of confounding by matching and/or multivariable analyses, or assessment of objective exposure. A major source of bias in studies of relations between food substances and chronic diseases is the use of self-reported intake assessments (e.g., food-frequency questionnaires, 24-h recalls, or food diaries) ([@b44]). Zheng et al. ([@b45]) provided an example of the dominant influence that uncorrected nonrandom measurement error in energy intake estimates from self-reported diets may have on associations with risks of CVD, cancer, and diabetes in a cohort-study context.

###### 

Types of bias that can affect nutrition studies[^1^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Bias due to confounding**
   • Confounding: error in the estimated effect of an exposure on an outcome due to the presence of a common cause of the outcome or to baseline differences between exposure groups in the risk factors for the outcome or because factors predicting the outcome (prognostic factors) are related to the exposure that the person experiences
   Related terms
    • Allocation bias: error in the estimate of an effect caused by the lack of valid random allocation of participants to the intervention and control groups in a clinical trial
    • Others: selection bias, case-mix bias
  **Bias in selection of participants for the study**
   • Selection bias: systematic error resulting from participant-selection procedures and factors that influence participation, systematic differences between baseline characteristics of the groups compared, or exclusion of some participants from the analysis (i.e., some participants are excluded initially or during follow-up), thereby changing the association between the exposure and the outcome
   Related terms:
    • Sampling bias: systematic error due to the methods or procedures for selecting the sample (e.g., participants, scientific papers), includes errors due to sampling of a nonrandom population
    • Others: inception bias, lead-time bias, immortal time bias
  **Bias in measurement of exposures: misclassification of exposure status or introduction of systematic bias by use of self-reported intake methodologies**
   Related terms:
    • Dietary exposure assessment bias: error associated with the use of self-reporting tools for assessing dietary intakes
    • Misclassification bias: systematic error due to inaccurate measurements or classifications of participants' exposure status; may be differential (related to the risk of the outcome) or nondifferential (unrelated to the risk of the outcome with an estimated effect that is usually biased toward the null)
    • Recall bias: systematic error due to differences in accuracy of recall, particularly relevant to case-control studies because cases are more likely to recall potentially important events
    • Others: observer bias, detection bias
  **Bias in measurement of outcomes: erroneous measurement or classification of outcomes**
   Related terms:
    • Misclassification bias: systematic error due to inaccurate measurements or classifications of participants' outcome status
    • Nondifferential measurement error: can be systematic (e.g., measurements that are all too high), which does not cause bias or affect precision, or can be random, which affects precision but does not cause bias
    • Detection bias (also known as differential measurement error): systematic differences between groups in how outcomes are determined. This bias can occur when outcome assessors are aware of participants' exposure status and the outcome is subjective; the researchers use different methods to assess outcomes in different groups (e.g., questionnaires for the study group and medical records for the control group); or measurement errors are related to exposure status or a confounder of the exposure-outcome relation. Blinding of outcome assessors can help address this bias but is often not possible. Studies with self-reported outcomes have a higher risk of bias than those with clinically observed outcomes.
    • Recall bias: see above
  **Bias in selection of reported findings**
   • Reporting bias: systematic differences between reported and unreported results
   Related terms:
    • Outcome-reporting bias: reporting on some, but not all, of the available outcome measures (e.g., reporting the most favorable results of multiple measurements or the results of the most favorable subscale of the many that are available)
    • Analysis-reporting bias: investigators select results from exposure effects that they measured in multiple ways (e.g., multiple analyses with and without adjustment for different sets of potential confounders or use of a continuously scaled measure analyzed at different cutoffs)
  **Bias due to departures from intended exposures**
   • Performance bias: systematic differences between groups in care provided or in exposure to factors beyond the intended exposures
   • Time-varying bias: change in the exposure over the follow-up period and postexposure prognostic factors that affect the exposure after baseline
  **Bias due to data missing not at random: can be due to attrition (loss to follow-up), missed appointments, incomplete data collection, or exclusion of participants from the analysis**
   Related terms:
    • Attrition bias: systematic differences between groups in withdrawals from a study
    • Selection bias: see above
  **Publication bias:** result of the tendency for journals to publish articles with positive results, particularly if the articles report new findings, or of the tendency of authors to cite studies that conform to their or their sponsor's preconceived ideas or preferred outcomes
  **Conflict of interest from sponsor bias:** may be incurred when there is financial conflict; sponsor participation in data collection, analysis, and interpretation of findings can compromise the validity of the findings. This may result from the choice of design and hypothesis, selective outcome reporting, inadequacy of reporting, bias in presentation of results, or publication biases.
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data are from references [@b39] and [@b41]--[@b43]. "Exposure" refers to the variable with the causal effect to be estimated (e.g., a food substance). In the case of a randomized controlled trial, the exposure is an intervention; "outcome" is a true state or endpoint of interest (e.g., a health condition). Lists of related terms are not intended to be exhaustive but to offer pertinent examples.

###### 

Examples of criteria to assess the risk of bias by study type[^1^](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Study type             
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ---- ---- ----
  Bias due to confounding                                            Were relevant confounding factors prespecified and considered?                                                                                                                                                                                               NA           ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Were study groups balanced with respect to the distribution of confounding factors?                                                                                                                                                                          NA           ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Were confounding factors taken into account in the design and/or analyses?                                                                                                                                                                                   NA           ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the assignment of participants to study groups randomized?                                                                                                                                                                                               ✓            NA   NA   NA
                                                                     Was an adequate method of concealment of allocation to study groups used?                                                                                                                                                                                    ✓            NA   NA   NA
  Bias in selection of participants for the study                    Were the same inclusion and exclusion criteria used for all study groups?                                                                                                                                                                                    ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the likelihood that some participants might have the outcome before the exposure or intervention assessed and taken into account in the design and/or analysis?                                                                                          ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the percentage of eligible nonparticipants in each study group below an acceptable value?                                                                                                                                                                ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
  Bias in measurement of exposures and interventions                 Was the exposure or intervention status measured in an accurate and sufficiently precise way?                                                                                                                                                                ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
  Bias due to departures from intended exposures and interventions   Were there systematic differences between study groups in the care provided and/or in exposures to factors beyond those intended by study design?                                                                                                            ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the exposure or intervention status assessed more than once or in \>1 way to help ensure fidelity to the study design?                                                                                                                                   ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
  Bias due to missing data                                           Was the percentage of participants dropping out in each study group below an acceptable value?                                                                                                                                                               ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Were missing data appropriately handled (e.g., intention-to-treat analysis, imputation)?                                                                                                                                                                     ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
  Bias in measurement of outcomes                                    Were all relevant outcomes measured in an appropriately accurate and sufficiently precise way (e.g., valid and reliable) and done consistently across all study participants?                                                                                ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the length of follow-up among study groups in prospective studies the same, or in case-control studies were the times between exposures or interventions and targeted outcomes the same in cases and controls?                                           ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Was the assessment of outcome made "blind" to exposure or intervention status or, when blinding was not possible, was there recognition that knowledge of exposure or intervention status could have influenced the assessment of the outcome or outcomes?   ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
  Bias in selection of the reported result                           Were the prespecified outcomes partially reported or not reported because of the statistical significance or magnitude of the effect of the exposure or intervention?                                                                                        ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓
                                                                     Is there evidence that the results from all participants, not only a subset, were analyzed or that all multiple-adjusted analyses, not only selected ones, were fully reported?                                                                              ✓            ✓    ✓    ✓

NA, not applicable; RCT, randomized controlled trial; ✓, applicable to the study type.

### Selection of chronic disease outcome measures

A second overarching challenge in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of evidence relates to the selection of an outcome measure for assessing whether a relation between food substances and chronic diseases is causal and identifying an indicator for intake-response analysis. It is possible to measure a chronic disease outcome directly (e.g., as an incident event) or indirectly by using a substitute measure (e.g., a qualified surrogate disease marker or a nonqualified disease marker). The type of outcome measured affects the level of confidence in whether the relation between a food substance and chronic disease is causal. The selection of an indicator for deriving intake-response relations also depends on whether the indicator is on the causal pathway between the intake and the disease outcome.

For this report, the outcome of interest is a chronic disease. Ideally, the measured outcome in available studies consists of the incidence (event) of the chronic disease as determined by appropriate diagnostic criteria. Data on this type of outcome from an RCT provide the most direct assessment of a relation between a food substance and a chronic disease outcome and a high degree of confidence that the relation is causal ([**Figure 2**](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Conceptual framework for assessing causality on the basis of level of confidence that the intake--chronic disease relation is causal. Panel A: Direct assessment involving the measurement of both intake and chronic disease outcome (event or incidence); highest confidence that relation is causal. Panel B: Indirect assessment involving the measurement of a qualified surrogate disease marker as a substitute for a direct measurement of the chronic disease per se; provides a reasonable basis, but not absolute certainty, that the relation between the intake and the chronic disease is causal. Panel C: Indirect assessment involving the measurement of a nonqualified disease marker as a substitute for a direct measurement of the chronic disease; because this type of outcome measure lacks sufficient evidence to qualify as a substitute for the chronic disease of interest, there is considerable uncertainty as to whether the relation between the intake and the chronic disease is causal. Shaded boxes indicate variables and outcomes that are measured directly. Nonshaded boxes indicate variables or outcomes that are not measured but whose presence on the causal pathway is inferred. Arrows indicate a unidirectional, causal relation. This type of relation can be directly assessed by randomized controlled trials. If observational studies (e.g., prospective cohort studies) are being assessed, the observed relations are associations, not causal links. Solid bold arrows indicate a relation with high confidence. Dashed arrows indicate relations with some uncertainty. Lighter arrows indicate less certainty than bolder arrows. If any part of the causal pathway between intake and chronic disease outcome has uncertainty, then the entire causal pathway has uncertainty. "Qualified" biomarkers of outcome require strong evidence that their use as substitutes for unmeasured outcomes can accurately and reliably predict the outcome of interest. "Qualification" has a contextual basis in that the evidence about its use as a substitute for an unmeasured outcome needs to be relevant to the proposed use of the biomarker (e.g., relation between food-substance intake and a chronic disease). Intakes can be assessed directly or by measurement of qualified biomarkers of intake.](ajcn139097fig2){#fig2}

The limiting factor is that studies that use a chronic disease outcome may not be available or even feasible, and DRI committees might then consider the use of a qualified surrogate disease marker or a nonqualified disease marker as the outcome measure. Most of these outcomes are biomarkers or are based on biomarkers, as defined in [**Text Box 4**](#box4){ref-type="boxed-text"}.

A *biomarker* is "a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to \[a\]n ... intervention" ([@b6]). ("Objectively" means reliably and accurately measured.)

The types of outcomes that can substitute for direct measures of a chronic disease outcome can range from biomarkers close to the disease (e.g., blood pressure for CVD or LDL cholesterol for coronary heart disease) to those that are more distant from the disease (e.g., indicators of inflammation or immune function for CVD and cancer). One type of substitute disease outcome is the qualified surrogate disease marker, defined in [**Text Box 5**](#box5){ref-type="boxed-text"}, a short-term outcome measure that has the same association with the intake of a food substance as a long-term primary endpoint.

A *surrogate disease marker* (also known as a surrogate marker, surrogate endpoint, or surrogate disease outcome marker) predicts clinical benefit (or harm, or lack of benefit or harm) based on epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophysiologic, or other scientific evidence ([@b6]). A surrogate disease marker is qualified for its intended purposes.

The use of a surrogate marker enables a more rapid determination of the effectiveness of changes in intake on the risk of the chronic disease. Achieving "surrogate" status requires strong evidence and a compelling context ([@b6], [@b46]). That is, the outcome measure must be qualified for its intended purpose (e.g., to show that changing the intake of a food substance can prevent or alter the risk of the chronic disease). A qualified surrogate marker has prognostic value (i.e., correlates with the chronic disease outcome), is on the causal pathway between the intake and the chronic disease, and substantially captures the effect of the food substance on the chronic disease. DRI committees have used LDL-cholesterol concentrations as a surrogate disease marker for coronary heart disease and blood pressure as a surrogate marker for CVD ([@b15], [@b23], [@b24]). The use of a surrogate marker instead of the incidence of a chronic disease can provide a reasonable basis, but not absolute certainty, for evaluating whether a relation between a food substance and a chronic disease is causal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The second type of substitute disease outcome is an outcome that has not been qualified as a surrogate disease marker, referred to in this report as a nonqualified disease marker as defined in [**Text Box 6**](#box6){ref-type="boxed-text"}.

A *nonqualified disease marker* (also known as an intermediate disease outcome marker or intermediate endpoint) is a possible predictor of a chronic disease outcome but lacks sufficient evidence to qualify as an accurate and reliable substitute for that outcome.

An example of a nonqualified outcome for CVD is carotid intima-media thickness ([@b47]). A nonqualified outcome marker is associated with considerable uncertainty about whether the relation between a food substance and a chronic disease is causal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

### Statistical issues

For any study design, careful interpretation of findings by experts is necessary to reach appropriate conclusions about the strength of the evidence. The use of inappropriate statistical methods (e.g., multiple statistical comparisons involving several outcomes and/or subpopulations without adjustment) can undermine the validity of conclusions. The primary outcome of an RCT and other study types is the endpoint for which the study is designed and powered and that investigators use to define inclusion and exclusion criteria. Secondary endpoints and post hoc endpoints might not have adequate statistical power, participants may not be appropriately randomized (in the case of RCTs), and participant inclusion and exclusion criteria might not be adequate for the analysis of secondary and post hoc outcomes. Importantly, reports on secondary and post hoc outcomes of RCTs and analyses of subsets of the trial cohort need to account for multiple tests of different trial hypotheses. Caution is therefore necessary in the use of secondary outcomes and post hoc analyses of RCTs or other study types when those outcomes were not part of the original study protocols.

Study designs
-------------

Past DRI committees have described how the known strengths and weaknesses of different study designs influenced their DRI evaluations and decisions ([@b14], [@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]). Concurrently, evolving science provided new insights into how study designs can affect evaluations of relations between food substances and chronic diseases. Below, we integrate the perspectives of past DRI committees and newer science as to the potential usefulness of types of study designs for DRI contexts.

### RCTs

#### RCTs with a chronic disease event or qualified surrogate disease marker as the primary outcome.

RCTs can minimize or eliminate the likelihood of some key types of bias when they use randomization, concealment, and double-blinding protocols and have adequate statistical power ([@b14], [@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]). It is possible to compare disease incidence among randomly assigned groups receiving different interventions (e.g., supplement compared with placebo) by using the so-called intention-to-treat analyses, without using any dietary-assessment data, thus avoiding the systematic biases associated with reliance on self-reported intakes to determine exposures in observational studies. Dietary assessments need only provide assurance that a trial has adequate precision (i.e., statistical power), and they can also provide useful background information for evaluating that adherence to interventions has been followed or to account for background intake when supplements are added. RCTs often allow testing of small effects that observational studies cannot reliably detect. RCTs usually are the only type of study that allows direct assessment of causation, although other approaches, such as Mendelian randomization, may offer an alternative in special situations ([@b48]--[@b52]).

RCTs have the following limitations:

-   The costs are typically high for outcomes based on chronic disease events.

-   Persons agreeing to undergo randomization might be a select subset of the population of interest, which limits the generalizability of trial results.

-   For practical reasons, RCTs usually measure only a single or limited intake range of one food substance or a few food substances.

-   The study follow-up period is typically short relative to the period of food-substance exposure preceding the initiation of the study.

-   Maintaining and reporting on intervention adherence can be challenging, particularly for diet-modification studies.

-   Informed-consent procedures that indicate the study purpose (e.g., to evaluate the effect of vitamin D on bone health) may lead participants to choose to consume different foods and/or supplements independently of the study intervention.

-   Blinding of study participants is difficult when interventions are based on dietary changes but is more achievable when the intervention consists of dietary supplements (e.g., to deliver micronutrients).

Over the past several decades, investigators designed several large RCTs in which the primary aim was to evaluate relations between food-substance intakes and chronic disease outcomes. Examples of completed studies include trials on the relations between the following:

-   β-carotene and lung cancer ([@b53]--[@b55]);

-   B vitamins and CVD ([@b56]);

-   vitamin E and both CVD and prostate cancer ([@b57], [@b58]);

-   salt and blood pressure ([@b59]);

-   energy and fat (combined with physical activity) and diabetes ([@b60]); and

-   a low-fat diet and breast and colorectal cancer ([@b61], [@b62]).

The DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension)-Sodium trial ([@b59]) confirmed the hypothesis that sodium-intake reductions result in lower blood pressure, and the Diabetes Prevention Trial showed that diet and physical activity changes could reduce diabetes incidence ([@b60]). However, other trials either found that the food substances of interest \[B vitamins and risk of CVD ([@b56]) and vitamin E and risk of CVD ([@b58])\] had no significant effect or an unexpected adverse effect on the chronic disease outcomes studied \[risk of lung cancer for β-carotene ([@b53], [@b54]), risk of prostate cancer for vitamin E ([@b63])\].

#### RCTs with nonqualified disease markers as primary outcomes.

Similar to RCTs that use chronic disease events or qualified surrogate markers as primary outcomes, well-designed and conducted trials that rely on nonqualified outcomes can also reduce the possibility of outcome bias. Moreover, because nonqualified disease markers often change within relatively short times after an intervention is introduced and can be readily measured, such studies require less time to produce effects and often have adequate statistical power with smaller samples than studies that target clinical disease events (e.g., cardiovascular events). As a result, well-designed RCTs that use nonqualified disease markers can be less costly than those that measure clinical disease events. The use of nonqualified disease markers to measure relations between food substances and chronic diseases is relatively common, and many more studies use such outcomes than RCTs with a clinical event or a qualified surrogate disease marker as the primary outcome. However, substantial uncertainty about whether a relation between food substances and chronic diseases is causal frequently limits the usefulness of nonqualified disease markers because of the lack of evidence that shows that these outcome measures are accurate and reliable indicators for the risk of the chronic disease of interest ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b6], [@b18], [@b46], [@b64], [@b65]). Several publications noted the need for caution in the use of these types of trials to establish causal relations between food substances and chronic disease events ([@b14], [@b18]).

### Observational studies

#### Cohort studies.

An extensive body of evidence from observational studies suggests that changes in intakes of some food substances can beneficially or adversely alter the risk of certain chronic diseases. The increasing availability of large cohort studies with long follow-up periods has increased the use of cohort studies in recent evaluations of relations between food substances and chronic disease events.

Ideally, investigators collect data from cohort studies prospectively to more optimally control the type and quality of data collected. The prospective acquisition of dietary data is particularly important because recall of past dietary intakes is subject to considerable uncertainty.

Cohort studies have several advantages for supporting the development of DRIs on the basis of chronic disease outcomes ([@b14], [@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]):

-   Study results are frequently directly relevant to noninstitutionalized humans.

-   Study populations can be large and diverse.

-   Follow-up can occur over many years or even many decades.

-   A range of intakes can be associated with a range of relative risks.

-   Temporal relations between intakes and outcomes are less uncertain than with cross-sectional or case-control studies.

The challenges in the use of cohort studies for DRI purposes include the following:

-   Prospective cohort studies are more vulnerable to confounding and selective reporting bias than are RCTs ([@b13], [@b22], [@b40]).

-   Statistical adjustments may decrease but cannot totally eliminate the likelihood of confounding.

-   Evidence on the causal nature of relations between exposures and outcomes cannot be directly assessed and therefore must be inferred, thus increasing uncertainty as to the validity of the results.

-   Variations in food-substance intakes may be limited in homogenous cohorts, making it difficult to identify intake differences between subgroups.

-   Relative risk trends often have small effects, although small effects on diseases of sufficient prevalence or severity can be substantial at the population level.

-   The reliability and interpretation of observed associations depend directly on the quality of the dietary exposure assessment; systematic bias in self-reported intakes is particularly problematic.

-   Factors other than variations in intakes of the food substance of interest can affect comparisons of results across time (e.g., long-term follow-up in a given cohort or comparison of studies conducted at different time periods). For example, the increasing use of statins and aspirin can affect assessments of coronary heart disease over time. Increasing intakes of fortified foods and supplements can overwhelm the effect of the food substance of interest. Investigators must account for the confounding effects of these temporal changes when evaluating relations between food substances and chronic diseases that span long time periods.

-   The use of a single diet assessment in some prospective cohort studies assumes that no variation in dietary intake occurred over time.

#### Other types of observational studies.

Other types of observational studies include case reports, ecologic and cross-sectional studies (including surveys), and case-control studies. These types of studies played an important role in generating early hypotheses about relations between nutrients and chronic diseases ([@b12]).

Case reports and case studies are descriptive studies of outcomes in individuals or small groups who are exposed to a food substance but are not compared with a control group or groups. Cross-sectional studies and ecologic studies examine a food substance and a health condition in a population at 1 point in time. In a cross-sectional study, investigators examine the food substance and health condition in each individual in the sample. In an ecologic study, investigators examine the variables of interest at an aggregated or group level, sometimes resulting in errors in association (known as "ecological fallacy"). Case-control studies are retrospective in that they enroll patients with and without a given condition and attempt to assess whether the 2 groups of participants had different exposures to a food substance or substances.

A major limitation of these types of studies is their inability to establish the temporal relation between the intake of a food substance and the appearance of a chronic disease. These types of studies remain useful for hypothesis generation, but their utility for setting DRI values is limited. Like prospective cohort studies, they are vulnerable to confounding.

### Special challenges for observational studies

#### Measurement error in intake assessments.

Unlike RCTs, observational studies, including cohort studies, require accurate dietary assessments for their validity and usefulness. A major challenge for observational studies in evaluating relations between food substances and chronic diseases is the difficulty in obtaining accurate estimates of food-substance intakes when using self-reported data ([@b13], [@b66]). Self-reported intake estimates result in substantial underestimation bias for energy and protein intakes, especially among overweight and obese individuals ([@b66], [@b67]). These systematic biases can severely distort intake-response curves. Random errors in assessing intake may also attenuate the relation between intakes of a food substance and chronic disease risk, making it difficult to detect such a relation if it exists.

Cohort studies can minimize both systematic and random aspects of intake measurement error bias by estimating food-substance intakes with the use of a biomarker of intake or dietary recovery (see [**Text Box 7**](#box7){ref-type="boxed-text"}) in addition to, or in place of, self-reported intakes. However, other important sources of bias (e.g., confounding) may remain. Currently, only a small number of established biomarkers of food-substance intake (e.g., doubly labeled water for energy expenditure assessments and 24-h urinary nitrogen for assessing protein intake) satisfy the classical measurement error criteria for recovery biomarkers ([@b67]). However, these only assess intake over short periods. Biomarker-calibrated intake assessments hold promise for minimizing systematic and random errors in intake measurements, but the field needs qualified biomarkers for additional dietary components before their use can substantially affect nutritional epidemiology research ([@b45]).

An *intake biomarker* (or dietary recovery biomarker) is usually a measure of metabolite recovery in urine or blood used to objectively assess the intake of a food substance over a prescribed period.

#### Attribution to a food substance.

A second challenge is the difficulty of attributing an observed effect to the food substance of interest ([@b13], [@b22]). In observational studies, investigators usually calculate the amounts of food substances that participants consume from self-reports of food and supplement intakes. Interactions between food substances make it difficult to determine whether an observed association between the calculated intake of a specific food substance is a causal factor or simply a marker of another food component or components within the dietary pattern.

### Statistical approaches

The Rubin potential-outcomes framework is an example of a statistical approach that potentially may enhance the usefulness of observational studies by producing approximate inferences about causal links in the absence of random allocation of subjects to treatments when candidate data sets include a large number of covariates (including key covariates) and the key covariates have adequate overlap of their distributions between experimental and control groups ([@b68]). The rationale is that the covariates incorporated in the analyses might include potential confounders. However, there is no way to guarantee that all confounders were measured in an observational study, and it is possible that ≥1 important confounders are missing. Researchers need to validate these approaches for future applicability to diet and health studies.

### Systematic reviews and meta-analyses

#### Systematic reviews.

A systematic review is the application of scientific strategies to produce comprehensive and reproducible summaries of the relevant scientific literature through the systematic assembly, critical appraisal, and synthesis of all relevant studies on a specific topic. Ideally, scientists with expertise in systematic reviews (e.g., epidemiologists) collaborate with subject matter experts (e.g., nutritionists) in the planning of the review. The subject matter experts can refine the key scientific questions and the study inclusion and exclusion criteria that will guide the review, ideally with the involvement of an experienced research librarian. The systematic review experts then abstract the data and summarize their findings, generally with duplication of key screening or data-abstraction steps. Once the review is in draft form, the review team solicits peer reviews from qualified experts in the subject matter and in systematic review methodology. This approach maintains scientific rigor and independence of the systematic review while maximizing the likelihood that the review will be relevant to subject matter experts and users. This was the process that the 2011 DRI committee used for its systematic review on calcium and vitamin D ([@b69]).

The advantages of systematic reviews include the following:

-   The process is characterized by an organized and transparent methodology that locates, assembles, and evaluates a body of literature on a particular topic by using a set of specific criteria.

-   The inclusion of all relevant research and the use of a priori criteria for judging study quality minimize study-related biases and enhance transparency.

-   Non--content experts who search, assemble, and analyze the appropriate literature minimize the potential for study selection bias with assistance from content experts in refining the key scientific questions and in developing the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

-   It is possible to apply the methodology, which was developed for RCTs, to other study types as long as those conducting the review appropriately account for biases in the analysis and interpretation of the data.

Systematic reviews also have several disadvantages, including the following:

-   Researchers have not agreed on or validated selection, evaluation, and analytic criteria that are uniquely applicable to studies of relations between food substances and chronic diseases.

-   The quality of published reviews can vary by *1*) the degree of adherence to consensus methods and reporting standards and *2*) the rigor applied to measures of variables related to food substances (e.g., baseline intakes and status, the effect of biases in intake estimates and biomarker assays) in the reviewed studies. Deficits can lead to the possible omission of critical information, inappropriate conclusions, and/or unbalanced dependence on expert opinion; and each of these can increase the likelihood of bias or misinterpretation ([@b21]).

-   Systematic reviews will carry forward the biases (e.g., energy-based intake underestimates) of the included studies.

-   Reporting and publication biases can be problematic, particularly if those conducting the reviews do not adequately account for these issues. The use of a range of effect estimates, such as ORs or relative risks, or tallies of positive and negative studies to summarize data can also lead to misleading results due to publication bias ([@b70]). Public solicitation is one approach to identify unpublished research (i.e., gray literature) for comparison to published data to help assess the potential impact of publication bias ([@b21]).

#### Meta-analysis.

Meta-analysis uses statistical methods to combine the results of several studies to increase statistical power, improve effect estimates, and resolve disagreements and uncertainties among studies. These analyses compare and contrast study results to identify consistent patterns and sources of disagreement.

Meta-analysis has several advantages, including the following:

-   It can appropriately weight quantitative relations between food substances and chronic diseases by the precision of individual studies, yielding an overall estimate of the benefits or risks with greater precision than can be achieved with individual studies.

-   It can identify differences in relations between food substances and chronic diseases across studies.

Meta-analysis has several disadvantages, including the following:

-   Meta-analysis techniques might not be appropriate when considerable heterogeneity exists across the set of studies to be combined ([@b70]). Heterogeneity across studies is commonly related to factors such as differences in intake assessment, intervention protocols, population characteristics, outcome measures, and analytic procedures ([@b70]).

-   Meta-analyses carry forward biases that are present in the included studies (e.g., systematic bias in energy intake estimates).

-   Pooled-effect estimates can be misleading without consideration of study quality, a strong methodologic grasp of the meta-analysis techniques, extensive content knowledge of the research question, and commitment to impartial application of the approach ([@b70]).

-   Reporting bias may be a problem, because less beneficial treatment effects are more often observed in unpublished than in published trials. Studies not published in English or not indexed in publication databases (e.g., Medline or Cochrane Central) might have different treatment effects than more readily available studies ([@b70], [@b71]).

Meta-analyses and systematic reviews can provide succinct, useful summaries of the available literature that are relevant to the research question of interest. However, the results will still require careful interpretation by experts to reach appropriate conclusions, including conclusions about causation and possible biases.

### Systematic reviews and meta-analysis for nutrition-related topics

The use of systematic reviews and meta-analyses for nutrition-related topics is relatively recent ([@b21], [@b72]). The 2011 DRI review on vitamin D and calcium was the first to use these types of studies within a DRI context ([@b14], [@b69]). WHO and European Micronutrient Recommendations Aligned nutrition-related applications also use these studies ([@b73], [@b74]).

A relatively recent approach is for reviews to include both observational and trial data on the same relation between food substances and chronic diseases ([@b75]--[@b77]). This approach facilitates direct comparisons of results between these study designs. It is then possible to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each study type for a given relation between food substances and chronic diseases.

### Animal and mechanistic studies

In the past, animal and mechanistic studies played an important role in establishing the essentiality of nutrients, although similar results in humans were generally necessary to confirm the findings ([@b7], [@b12], [@b31]). These studies have also been important in traditional toxicologic evaluations of environmental contaminants and food ingredients when ethical considerations precluded human testing ([@b11]). DRI committees have found that animal and mechanistic studies provided important supporting information on biological mechanisms and pathogenesis, but these committees generally did not consider such studies adequate to infer causality or to derive intake-response curves for DRIs ([@b14], [@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]). Moreover, until recently, few animal models were available that could adequately simulate relations between food substances and human chronic diseases.

Other evidence-related challenges
---------------------------------

Evaluations of relations between food substances and chronic diseases pose a number of challenges in addition to those mentioned above, including those discussed below ([@b13]).

### Extrapolations from studied to unstudied groups

DRI committees set reference values for 22 life-stage groups on the basis of age, sex, pregnancy, and lactation. These values are intended for apparently healthy populations. Yet, most available research does not readily fit this framework. Committees therefore need to consider whether to generalize results from studied to unstudied groups. For example, this challenge can arise when attempting to extrapolate results from the following groups:

-   persons with diagnosed chronic diseases to persons without such diagnoses;

-   persons with metabolic disorders that affect a substantial proportion of the general population (e.g., obesity) to healthier populations;

-   one life-stage or sex group to a different life-stage or sex group (e.g., from older adults to children or from young women to pregnant females) ([@b13]); and

-   a population with a single ethnic origin to a population with ethnic diversity.

### Interactions between study variables

The following interactions of the food substance of interest with other study variables may make it difficult to isolate the effect of the food substance on the targeted chronic disease:

-   food substance and food-substance interactions (e.g., between sodium and potassium and vitamin D and calcium);

-   food substances and physiologic characteristics (e.g., responsiveness to a food substance in smokers and nonsmokers or in lean and obese individuals); and

-   food substances and environmental characteristics (e.g., socioeconomic status).

### Effects on responsiveness to dietary intervention and effect sizes

Various inherited and acquired subject characteristics and contextual factors may influence responsiveness to exposures of interest.

-   Differences in baseline characteristics, including baseline nutritional status

-   Variations in gene polymorphisms

-   Duration of the observation and/or intervention

-   The amount, timing, context, and nature of the food-substance exposure

These challenges can affect studies in different ways. For example, they can highlight biologically important interactions that DRI committees need to take into account when setting reference values. However, they can also lead to residual confounding not accounted for by covariate adjustment. These issues can also lead to erroneous, misleading findings that form part of the knowledge base and can misinform interpretations or comparisons of study results. Past reviews of the use of chronic disease endpoints in DRI contexts have not identified effective strategies for addressing these challenges ([@b13], [@b22]).

V-B. JUDGING THE EVIDENCE: TOOLS FOR ASSESSING THE EVIDENCE
===========================================================

This section describes tools to assess the quality of individual studies and the overall nature and strength of the evidence.

Tools for assessing the quality of individual studies
-----------------------------------------------------

### Bradford Hill criteria

The Bradford Hill criteria are a guide to making causal inferences ([@b78]) ([**Table 7**](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}). The National Research Council's 1989 report on diet and health ([@b12]) and the first 6 DRI reports ([@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38]) used these criteria. As with most assessment tools, these criteria do not address dietary intake measurement issues \[e.g., poor correlation of subjective measures of intake with objective measures ([@b67])\], which are fundamental to considerations of causality and intake-response relations.

###### 

Bradford-Hill criteria and application by the Institute of Medicine[^1^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Bradford-Hill criteria ([@b78])                                                                                                                                                                    Diet and health ([@b12]) and DRI reports ([@b14], [@b23], [@b24], [@b29], [@b36]--[@b38])
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Strength: effect sizes (not statistical significance)                                                                                                                                              Yes
  Consistency: consistency across study types, locations, populations, study times, and other factors                                                                                                Yes
  Specificity: Is there likely one cause for the effect? Is the association specific to a particular population, context, or outcome and not observed in other populations, contexts, or outcomes?   Yes
  Temporality: cause before effect with appropriate delay                                                                                                                                            Yes
  Biological gradient: dose-response relation (could be curvilinear with a dose-response relation in part of the curve)                                                                              Yes
  Biological plausibility: Is the nutrient of interest a biologically plausible cause of the beneficial effect?                                                                                      Yes
  Coherence: Does cause-and-effect interpretation of data seriously conflict with generally known facts and laboratory evidence?                                                                     No
  Analogy: Is it possible to judge by analogy?                                                                                                                                                       No
  Experiment: Is there experimental evidence from human and/or animal and in vitro studies that is consistent with the associational findings?                                                       No, with the exception of the 2011 DRI report ([@b14])

DRI, Dietary Reference Intake.

### Study quality-assessment tools

The main types of tools for evaluating evidence from RCTs and observational studies are as follows: *1*) quality-assessment instruments that assess the quality of a study from conception to interpretation as a whole and *2*) risk-of-bias schema that assess the accuracy of estimates of benefit and risk ([**Table 8**](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}) ([@b40]). There is also a move toward conducting quality assessments at the outcome level. Within a particular study, for example, quality may be higher for subsets of outcomes, or blinding may be more important to one outcome than another.

###### 

Study types and tools for quality assessment and risk of bias[^1^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                               Quality-assessment tools                                                               Risk-of-bias tools
  -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Systematic review of RCTs                    AMSTAR (<http://amstar.ca/>)                                                           ROBIS (<http://www.robis-tool.info>)
  Systematic review of nonrandomized studies   AMSTAR2 (in development; <http://amstar.ca/Developments.php>)                          ROBIS (<http://www.robis-tool.info>)
  RCT                                          SIGN 50 RCT (<http://www.sign.ac.uk/methodology/checklists.html>)                      Cochrane Collaboration risk-of-bias tool (<http://handbook.cochrane.org/chapter_8/8_5_the_cochrane_collaborations_tool_for_assessing_risk_of_bias.htm>)
  Cohort study                                 SIGN 50 cohort (<http://www.sign.ac.uk/methodology/checklists.html>)                   ROBINS (<http://ofmpub.epa.gov/eims/eimscomm.getfile?p_download_id=526737>)
  Case-control study                           SIGN 50 case-control (<http://www.sign.ac.uk/methodology/checklists.html>)             ROBINS (<http://ofmpub.epa.gov/eims/eimscomm.getfile?p_download_id=526737>)
  Cross-sectional study                        SIGN 50 cohort or case-control (<http://www.sign.ac.uk/methodology/checklists.html>)   ROBINS for cross-sectional studies is in development

AMSTAR, A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews; RCT, randomized controlled trial; ROBINS, Risk of Bias in Nonrandomized Studies; ROBIS, Risk of Bias in Systematic Reviews; SIGN 50, Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines 50.

After evaluating published quality-assessment instruments, Bai et al. ([@b79]) recommended the use of SIGN 50 methodology; versions are available for cohort studies, case-control studies, and RCTs ([@b19]). SIGN 50 uses the following 5 domains to assess the quality of data from cohort and case-control studies: comparability of subjects, assessment of exposure or intervention, assessment of outcome measures, statistical analysis, and funding. For RCTs, important domains are random allocation, adequate concealment of participant assignment to groups and blinding to treatment allocation, comparability of groups, no differences between groups except for the treatment, and assessment of outcome measurement. On the basis of these criteria, a study's overall assessment may be judged to be of high quality overall (has little or no risk of bias and conclusions are unlikely to change after further studies are done), acceptable (some study flaws with an associated risk of bias and potential for conclusions to change with further studies), or low quality (substantial flaws in key design aspects and likely changes in conclusions with further studies). The advantages of SIGN 50 are that it is simple and includes key criteria for quality, good guidance is available for its application and interpretation, and there is extensive experience with its use. Disadvantages are that it is not outcome specific, not sufficiently inclusive of study characteristics that are relevant to food substance and dietary studies, and its assessment of bias domains is considered superficial according to some experts ([@b19]).

Risk-of-bias tools that are specific to study type are available to assess degree of bias ([@b40]). They provide a systematic way to organize and present available evidence relating to the risk of bias in studies and focus on internal validity. The Cochrane Collaboration's risk-of-bias tool can be used to assess risk of bias for randomized studies ([@b41]). Domains of this tool include random-sequence generation; allocation concealment; blinding of participants, personnel, and outcome assessors; incomplete outcome data; selective outcome reporting; and other sources of bias ([@b41]). A risk-of-bias tool for nonrandomized studies, Risk of Bias in Nonrandomized Studies (ROBINS), is similar to the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for randomized studies ([@b42]). Advantages of ROBINS are that it can be outcome specific, it provides a detailed assessment of bias domains, and good guidance is available for its application and interpretation ([@b42]). Disadvantages are that it is complex, not sufficiently inclusive of study characteristics that are relevant to food substances and dietary patterns, and there is little experience with its use.

### Development of a quality-assessment instrument that is specific to food substances

It is possible to develop a quality-assessment instrument that is specific to food substances by adding food-substance--specific aspects of quality to currently available algorithms for quality assessment for use in conjunction with a general study-quality tool (e.g., SIGN 50 or AMSTAR) ([@b21], [@b40]). Food-substance quality-assessment instruments could take into account covariates, confounders, and sources of error that are especially relevant to food substances. For intervention studies, these additional items could be the nature of food-substance interventions, doses of the food-substance interventions, and baseline food-substance exposures in the study population ([@b21]). For observational studies, food-substance--specific quality factors might be methods or instruments used to assess intakes of food-substance exposures, ranges or distributions of the food-substance exposures, errors in assessing food-substance exposures, and potential impacts of errors from assessing food-substance exposures on the food-substance--outcome association ([@b21]). Other food-substance--specific items are assessment of dietary intakes, including longitudinal patterns, and mapping of dietary intakes to food-substance intakes ([@b40]). The need for quality assessments related to food-substance exposure in observational studies speaks to the dominant effect of random and nonrandom intake errors on assessments of magnitude, and even direction, of intake-response associations.

### Food substances and dietary applications

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) has produced systematic evidence reviews of associations between food substances and health outcomes (e.g., for vitamin D and calcium) ([@b69], [@b76], [@b77], [@b80]) that experts have used to develop DRIs and for other applications. In a recent food-substance review to assess the quality or risk of bias of individual studies, the AHRQ ([@b77]) used the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool for RCTs that identifies biases related to selection, performance, detection, attrition, reporting, and other factors ([@b41]). For observational studies, the AHRQ used questions from the Newcastle Ottawa Scale ([@b81]). In addition, the review included food-substance--specific questions to address the uncertainty of dietary-assessment measures ([@b21], [@b72]).

Tools for assessing the overall quality of the evidence
-------------------------------------------------------

### Tools for systematic reviews and meta-analyses

The AMSTAR 2007 tool is useful for the development of high-quality systematic reviews and meta-analyses of RCTs ([@b79], [@b82], [@b83]). Its methodologic checklist addresses 7 domains: the study question, search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, data extraction method, study quality and validity, data synthesis, and funding. The overall assessment can be high quality, acceptable quality, or low quality. AMSTAR2, for nonrandomized studies, is under development (<http://amstar.ca/Developments.php>). It will also include confounding and reporting-bias domains. Methodologic checklists for nonrandomized studies are available ([@b84]). The newly released ROBIS (Risk of Bias in Systematic Reviews) tool, which is similar to ROBINS, can assess risk of bias in both nonrandomized and randomized studies ([@b85]).

The process for evaluating the quality of studies for inclusion in systematic reviews and meta-analyses involves assessing the quality or risk of bias of each candidate study, assembling all of the assessments into a summary table or figure, and assessing the overall study quality or risk of bias ([@b41]). No formal tool to determine overall quality is currently available.

### GRADE criteria for evidence grading

Methods of judging evidence of causation can vary from binary yes-or-no decisions to ranked approaches. Many systematic reviews use the GRADE ([@b20]) criteria, which are in the latter group. GRADE uses evidence summaries to systematically grade the evidence on the basis of risk of bias or study limitations, directness, consistency of results, precision, publication bias, effect magnitude, intake-response gradient, and influence of residual plausible confounding and "antagonistic bias." The latter refers to bias that can result in underestimates of an observed effect. As noted previously, evidence based on observational studies will generally be appreciably weaker than evidence from RCTs and other intervention trials due to the likelihood of confounding and various biases, in particular dietary measurement bias. GRADE also considers study quality in its algorithms. There may be cases for which evidence from observational studies is rated as moderate or even high quality, because extremely large and consistent estimates of an effect's magnitude increase confidence in the results. GRADE users assess and grade the overall quality of evidence for each important outcome as high, moderate, low, or very low. Users describe recommendations as weak or conditional (indicating a lack of confidence in the option) or strong (indicating confidence in the option) ([@b20]).

### Food-substance applications

The AHRQ uses the AHRQ Methods Guide to grade the strength of the evidence for each outcome in a systematic review ([@b86]). The AHRQ explores differences in findings between observational and intervention studies as well as their risks of bias to offer possible explanations for interstudy disparities. The AHRQ summarizes ratings of the strength of the evidence in evidence profile tables that describe the reasoning for the overall rating. This approach builds on the GRADE method by requiring information on reporting biases (publication bias, outcome-reporting bias, and analysis-reporting bias). It incorporates the domains included in GRADE---the study limitations (risk of bias), consistency, directness, precision, intake-response association, strength of association, and plausible uncontrolled confounding---that would diminish an observed effect. AHRQ evidence reviews use additional guidance for scoring consistency and precision, grading bodies of evidence by study type, addressing high-risk-of-bias studies, and other topics. AHRQ evidence reviews grade the strength of the evidence as high, moderate, low, or insufficient, indicating the level of confidence in the findings.

### Weighing the evidence

Establishing causality requires a careful evaluation of the weight of the evidence on causal associations between exposures and outcomes. This step can be complex, particularly in the presence of multiple sources of information, not all of which are consistent or of equal relevance or reliability. Systematic reviews can summarize the available evidence in a comprehensive and reproducible manner ([@b87]). However, they do not evaluate the weight of the evidence, which various DRI decisions require. Although the Bradford Hill criteria for evaluating causal associations provide useful general guidance on weighing the evidence on causality, more detailed guidance can also be helpful in some circumstances. The International Agency for Research on Cancer, for example, has a detailed scheme for identifying agents that can cause cancer in humans based on a careful evaluation of the available human, animal, and mechanistic data ([@b88]). An option for purposes of the committee's charge is to develop an analogous scheme for assessing relations between food substances and chronic disease endpoints.

A review of 50 "weight-of-evidence" frameworks identified 4 key phases for assessments: *1*) defining the causal question and developing criteria for study selection, *2*) developing and applying criteria for the review of individual studies, *3*) evaluating and integrating evidence, and *4*) drawing conclusions on the basis of inferences ([@b89]). This review identified important attributes of a broadly applicable weight-of-evidence framework, although the authors did not develop such a framework.

### Applicability to food-substance studies

The US National Research Council ([@b90]) identified systematic review, quality assessment, and weight of evidence as key components of a qualitative and quantitative risk-assessment paradigm ([**Figure 3**](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Each of these activities is also directly relevant to the establishment of DRIs, especially for those that are based on chronic disease endpoints. As with any synthesis of information on a population health risk issue, there is a need to carefully evaluate the available information and weigh the available evidence for causality in reaching conclusions about the association between food substances and chronic disease endpoints.

![Framework for evidence integration. Adapted from reference [@b90] with permission.](ajcn139097fig3){#fig3}

V-C. JUDGING THE EVIDENCE: OPTIONS FOR ADDRESSING EVIDENCE-RELATED CHALLENGES
=============================================================================

This section identifies the challenges related to 2 DRI-based evidentiary decisions involved in assessing whether a food substance is causally related to a chronic disease. The first challenge deals with the type of endpoint (outcome or indicator) that is best suited to these DRI decisions. The second challenge addresses the desired level of confidence in the available evidence that the food substance and chronic disease relation is valid. The decisions about which options to implement to address these evidence-related challenges need to be made in an integrative manner because decisions about how to address one challenge have implications for the nature of and responses to the other challenge.

Options for selecting chronic disease endpoints
-----------------------------------------------

An early step in the decision-making process associated with the development of a DRI value is the identification of potentially useful measures (indicators) that reflect a health outcome---in this case a chronic disease outcome---associated with the intake of the food substance of interest ([@b15]). If a DRI reference value is to be based on a chronic disease outcome, what types of indicators are appropriate to use in making these decisions? Studies vary in the type of outcome measured, ranging from direct measures of the chronic disease based on generally accepted diagnostic criteria to indirect assessment by using either a qualified surrogate marker of the chronic disease outcome or a nonqualified disease marker ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b15]). Guidance on selection of an indicator based on a chronic disease outcome would inform decisions as to whether newer types of DRI values specifically focused on chronic disease outcomes are more appropriate than are more traditional reference values ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) (see section VI on intake-response relations). In addition, it would clarify applications for some major users of DRIs (e.g., regulatory, policy) for whom clear differentiation between chronic disease and functional endpoints is important for legal and programmatic purposes.

### Option 1: Endpoint (outcome) is the incidence of a chronic disease or a qualified surrogate disease marker

The first option is to only accept study endpoints that are assessed by a chronic disease event as defined by accepted diagnostic criteria, including composite endpoints, when applicable, or by a qualified surrogate disease marker. These types of endpoints are associated with higher levels of confidence that the food-substance and chronic disease relation is causal than are nonqualified disease markers ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, few RCTs designed to evaluate the relation of food substances to chronic diseases have used a chronic disease event as the outcome measure. In addition, only a few qualified surrogate markers of chronic disease are available for evaluations of the relation between food substances and chronic disease outcomes. The process of qualifying a surrogate disease marker for evaluating food-substance and chronic disease relations requires sound science and expert judgment ([@b6]). Much of the evidence in which outcomes are assessed as a chronic disease event comes from observational studies, and uncertainty is greater about whether relations are causal with data from observational studies than from RCTs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, some of the evidence would likely come from RCTs with chronic disease outcomes assessed by qualified surrogate disease markers. These outcome measures would provide a reasonable basis, but not absolute certainty, that the relation between the food substance and chronic disease is causal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Depending on the level of confidence deemed acceptable for chronic disease--based DRI decisions about causation and intake-response relations (see options on level of confidence below), the use of this option could result in either a small body of evidence if high levels of confidence in the validity of the relation are deemed necessary (e.g., causality is based on the availability of RCTs with chronic disease or qualified surrogate disease outcomes) or a larger body of evidence if lower levels of confidence are acceptable (e.g., causality is inferred from observational studies with outcomes based on chronic disease events or qualified surrogate disease markers).

### Option 2: Endpoint (outcome) may include nonqualified disease markers

To implement this option, a DRI committee would also accept studies with outcomes that are possible predictors of the chronic disease of interest but have not been qualified as surrogate disease markers because they lack sufficient evidence for this purpose. Examples of potential biomarkers of chronic disease risk include brain atrophy as the combination of low Aβ~42~ and high T-tau and P-tau levels for Alzheimer disease risk, endothelial dysfunction for atherosclerosis risk, and certain polymorphisms for neural tube defects. A large evidence base is available on relations between food substances and nonqualified chronic disease markers. However, DRI committees have rarely chosen these types of outcomes to establish a DRI value on the basis of a chronic disease endpoint ([@b15]).

Compared with option 1, this option increases the number of relations between food substances and chronic disease outcomes for which committees could establish DRIs. However, considerable uncertainty exists about whether decisions about causal relations on the basis of nonqualified disease markers are valid ([@b6]). The use of such outcome measures could therefore lead to a loss of confidence in the DRI process.

Options for acceptable levels of confidence that the relation is causal
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The overall level of confidence deemed appropriate for DRI decisions on the relation between a food substance and a chronic disease is dependent on an integrated consideration of the type of endpoint that a DRI committee accepts (i.e., a chronic disease event, qualified surrogate disease marker, or a nonqualified disease marker) and the overall evidence rating of the totality of the evidence ([**Table 9**](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}). Establishing whether the evidence is sufficient to proceed with making a chronic disease--related DRI decision involves an evaluation of the level of confidence deemed appropriate to determine that the relation of the food substance of interest and the chronic disease is valid.

###### 

Level of confidence in DRI decisions[^1^](#tblfn8){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                       Overall evidence rating based on evidence review                   
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------- ---------------
  Chronic disease event                Level A                                            Level B         Levels C or D
  Qualified surrogate disease marker   Levels A or B                                      Levels B or C   Levels C or D
  Nonqualified outcome                 Level C                                            Levels C or D   Level D

Level A: highest degree of confidence that results are valid (e.g., "high"); level B: some uncertainty about validity of results (e.g., "moderate"); level C: considerable uncertainty about validity of results (e.g., "low"); level D: substantial uncertainty about validity of results (e.g., "insufficient"). DRI, Dietary Reference Intake.

### Option 1: Require a high level of confidence

The first option is to require a high level of confidence (e.g., level A; [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}) that a proposed relation is causal. This level of confidence likely requires at least some evidence from high-quality RCTs in which the measured outcome is a chronic disease event or qualified surrogate disease marker.

A major advantage of this option is that it provides a robust basis for DRI decisions and therefore conclusions about the relation are unlikely to change substantially when new findings become available, although conclusions would probably need minor modifications to integrate the new evidence. This option would enhance both user and consumer confidence by reducing the likelihood of major changes in DRI decisions over time. Initially, DRI committees could only use this approach to establish DRIs on the basis of a few relations between food substances and chronic diseases because of the limited number of high-quality studies with primary chronic disease outcomes that are currently available or likely to become available in the near future.

Past experience shows the value of this option. For example, consistent results from several observational studies and evidence of biological plausibility suggested that β-carotene reduces the risk of lung cancer, vitamin E lowers the risk of both CVD and prostate cancer, and B vitamins reduce the risk of CVD. However, subsequent large clinical trials failed to support these initial conclusions ([@b53]--[@b58]). Therefore, conclusions of benefit based almost exclusively on strong and consistent evidence from observational studies would have been overturned by the subsequent availability of evidence from large RCTs.

### Option 2: Use level B evidence

A second option is to also include level B evidence (defined in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}) as a basis for DRI decisions about causation. This level of evidence suggests a moderate degree of confidence that the relation of interest is causal, but new findings could change the DRI decision. This approach allows committees to establish DRI reference values for more topics than in option 1 that are related to chronic diseases. However, early conclusions based on strong observational evidence and trials that used nonqualified outcomes often need to change because of the conflicting results of subsequent RCTs, as the examples for option 1 show. This option therefore has a risk of a loss of confidence in DRI decisions.

### Option 3: Use actual level of certainty

The third option is to identify the actual level of certainty \[e.g., levels A, B, C, or D, as defined in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, or GRADE levels of high, moderate, low, or very low (insufficient)\] for each DRI reference value based on a chronic disease endpoint. The advantage of this approach is that it provides more information than do options 1 and 2 about the scientific evidence that supports a given relation between a food substance and a chronic disease endpoint. A disadvantage is that DRI values may become separated from grading scores as they are used and applied, thus inadvertently suggesting that all DRI values are based on evidence of similar strength. Decisions about this option would benefit from evidence that shows that users take the evidence grades into account when they use such DRI reference values.

### Option 4: Make decisions on a case-by-case basis

The fourth option is to make decisions about the strength of evidence appropriate to support a conclusion about the relation between a given food substance and a chronic disease endpoint on a case-by-case basis. This option maximizes flexibility for DRI committees and can enable them to consider other factors (e.g., the public health importance of the relation). However, a major disadvantage is that this option could lead to inconsistency among DRI reviews, which could reduce the confidence of users in DRI reference values. This approach is also inconsistent with the grading-of-evidence approach that many health professional organizations and government agencies are now using.

VI. INTAKE-RESPONSE RELATIONS
=============================

Once a DRI committee establishes a causal relation between the intake of a food substance and the risk of ≥1 chronic disease, it must determine the intake-response relation so that it can establish a DRI. Ultimately, the reference value and how users can apply it depend on the decisions that the committee made when it established the intake-response relation between a chronic disease indicator and the observed intakes of a food substance. A number of conceptual challenges have made it difficult to apply the traditional DRI framework to chronic disease endpoints, including how risk is expressed for chronic diseases, the multifactorial nature of chronic diseases, and the diversity of intake-response relations between food substances and chronic diseases. This section describes options for defining an acceptable level of confidence in the data that a DRI committee uses to determine intake-response relations after establishing causality, the types of reference values that could be set, and the types of indicators that could be used to set reference values and for avoiding overlap between beneficial intakes and intakes associated with harm.

Conceptual challenges
---------------------

Previous committees have based DRIs on the intakes necessary to avoid classical nutritional deficiencies (i.e., EARs and RDAs) and unsafe intakes associated with toxicities or adverse events (i.e., ULs) ([**Figure 4**](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Intake-response relations between traditional endpoints for nutrient requirements (i.e., deficiency diseases) and adverse events are often different from those between food substances and chronic disease endpoints ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).

![Relations of intakes and adverse effects of substances that are nutritionally necessary. EAR, Estimated Average Requirement; RDA, Recommended Dietary Allowance; UL, Tolerable Upper Intake Level. Reproduced from reference [@b7] with permission.](ajcn139097fig4){#fig4}

### Absolute compared with relative risk

Previous DRI committees based their reference values on direct evidence from human studies that measured both intakes and outcomes, which allowed committees to develop quantitative intake-response relations on the basis of absolute risk, which is the risk of developing a given disease over time. At "low intakes," these essential nutrients have intake-response-relation characteristics in which the known health risks, which are diseases of deficiency for essential nutrients, occur at very low intakes and can affect up to 100% of a population at a specified life stage, and the risk declines with increasing intakes. Inadequate intakes of essential nutrients are necessary to develop diseases of deficiency. The risk of a disease of deficiency is 0% when intakes are adequate, and an adequate level of intake is necessary to treat a deficiency disease. For example, chronically inadequate intakes of vitamin C are necessary and sufficient to develop scurvy, and the entire population is at risk of scurvy when intakes are inadequate. An adequate level of intake of vitamin C is necessary and sufficient to reverse the deficiency. At "high intakes," it is assumed that these essential nutrients cause adverse health effects, including toxicity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As with inadequate intakes, the absolute risk of an adverse effect from excessive intakes is represented as increasing from 0% to 100% with increasing intakes of the nutrient. All members of a population are assumed to be at risk of the adverse effect at sufficiently high intakes.

In contrast, DRI values based on chronic disease endpoints have been based on relative risk, which is risk in relation to another group. Past DRI committees used data from observational studies, which contain the biases described earlier in this report, primarily to calculate the relations between food substances (essential or otherwise) and chronic diseases because only a limited number of relevant RCTs are available in the published literature. The risk of the chronic disease based on observational and intervention studies is usually reported as relative to a baseline risk and is therefore not absolute. The baseline risk is never 0% or 100% within a population, and it can vary by subgroup \[e.g., those with high blood pressure and/or high LDL cholesterol have a higher risk of CVD death than do those with lower blood pressure and LDL-cholesterol concentrations ([@b91], [@b92])\]. The intake of a given food substance might alter the risk of a disease by a small amount (e.g., \<10%) compared with the baseline risk, but these changes could be very important from a public health perspective depending on the prevalence of the chronic disease (e.g., a 5% reduction in a highly prevalent disease could have a meaningful public health impact), severity, impact on quality of life, cost, and other factors. Conversely, the intake of a given food substance might alter the relative risk by a large amount compared with baseline risk, but changes in absolute risk could be small and have a less meaningful impact on public health ([@b35]).

### Interactions of multiple factors

The pathogenesis of chronic disease is complex and often involves the interaction of multiple factors, in contrast to traditional endpoints that commonly are associated with interactions of fewer factors. Intakes of a group of food substances might contribute to the risk of a chronic disease, for example. The magnitude of risk might vary by intake, and several factors (e.g., behaviors or physiologic characteristics) might influence the risk. Furthermore, ≥1 food substances might be associated with \>1 chronic disease. Finally, although a given food substance might contribute independently to the development of a chronic disease, changes in intake might not be necessary or sufficient to increase or decrease the risk of the chronic disease due to the complex interacting factors in the disease's pathogenesis.

### Shape of the intake-response curve

The shape of the intake-response relation curve can vary depending on whether the relation is between an essential nutrient and a deficiency disease or between a food substance and a chronic disease endpoint. The intake-response relation between a nutrient and a deficiency disease is often depicted as linear or monotonic within the range of inadequacy, whereas the relation between a food substance and a chronic disease indicator can be more diverse (e.g., linear, monotonic, or nonmonotonic). Nonmonotonic intake-response relation curves can be U-shaped, J-shaped, or asymptotic. Furthermore, a single food substance can have a causal relation with \>1 chronic disease, and the intake-response curves for each relation can differ ([@b30], [@b93]). The effect of a nutrient intake on chronic disease risk might be saturable in some cases. [**Figure 5**](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of diverse intake-response relations between a food substance and a chronic disease or diseases.

![Intake-response relations between the intake of a food substance and chronic disease risks can vary. The intake of a food substance could decrease (A) or increase (B) chronic disease risk. The intake of a food substance could be independently related to multiple chronic diseases that show different and overlapping dose-response relations (C). The relation or relations between the intake of the food substance and chronic disease or diseases might not be monotonic. The background risk of a given chronic disease is not zero. "Substances" could be individual food substances or groups of interacting substances. UL, Tolerable Upper Intake Level.](ajcn139097fig5){#fig5}

DRI committees must take into account the statistical fit of the intake-response curve to the available data and its adherence or relevance to underlying biological mechanisms when determining the shape of the intake-response curve for a food substance and a chronic disease outcome. Deriving intake-response curves when single food substances affect multiple chronic diseases can be particularly challenging. Future DRI committees will need to determine whether to apply available statistical methods or to develop new ones to address these challenges ([@b13]). Ideally, future expressions of reference values will include estimates of uncertainties and interindividual variability.

Examples of diverse intake-response relations between food substances and chronic disease endpoints that show the complexity of ensuring the statistical fit of the intake-response curve to the data include the following:

-   The relative risk of coronary heart disease has a linear intake-response relation to fiber intakes and no apparent threshold for the beneficial effect. The DRI committee based the AI for fiber on the mean intake associated with the highest relative effect ([@b24]).

-   The relation between the risk of dental caries and fluoride intake appears to have an inflection point and a critical value for statistically detectable risk reduction (dental caries prevention), but the range of intakes associated with benefit overlaps with the range of intakes associated with harm (fluorosis) ([@b29]).

-   Omega-3 fatty acids and multiple chronic diseases, as suggested by results from observational studies, have several intake-response relations, depending on the chronic disease ([@b30]).

DRIs based on intake-response relations involving chronic diseases
------------------------------------------------------------------

DRI users include a wide range of organizations (e.g., health professional groups and societies and government agencies), many of which rely on DRI values to make decisions and to develop policies for their organization. These varied user groups have requested information to help them interpret findings in DRI reports ([@b13]). These groups have also asked DRI committees to present the information in a way that supports flexible applications while informing users of the nature of the available evidence and public health implications.

The approach to setting DRI values would be enhanced by transparency. Clear descriptions of the scientific and public health characteristics of the benefits and risks of the intake of a food substance are also valuable. For example, for each benefit and risk, descriptions could include the strength of the evidence, the sizes and characteristics of groups at risk, and the likelihood and severity of the risks. Users could then evaluate these descriptions to decide how to apply the DRIs in ways that address their organizational mission and decision-making framework.

Acceptable level of confidence in the intake-response data
----------------------------------------------------------

Several options are available for determining the acceptable level of confidence in the data that a DRI committee uses to determine intake-response relations once it has data that establish a causal relation.

### Option 1: Require a high confidence level

One option is to require a high level of confidence by, for example, using RCTs with a chronic disease event or a qualified surrogate disease marker as the outcome measure ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}). This approach typically requires usable intake-response data from RCTs, which is probably impractical because most RCTs have only 1 intervention dose or a limited number of doses. This option could result in failure to establish a DRI even though the data have established a causal relation. The use of this option is therefore unlikely to be optimal for public health because no reference value, or even a reasonable estimate of one, would be available for a documented relation between a food substance and a chronic disease.

### Option 2: Accept a moderate confidence level

Another option is to accept a moderate level of confidence in the data for decisions about intake-response relations ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}). DRI committees could then expand the types of data being considered to include high-quality observational studies with outcomes based on chronic disease events or qualified surrogate disease markers.

These data would likely be associated with some uncertainty ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}). For example, systematic biases in intake estimates are likely to affect intake-response data from observational studies. Intake-response data from intervention trials would likely lack some details on baseline intakes, making total intake estimates difficult. DRI committees would need to determine how much and what type of uncertainty are acceptable.

### Option 3: Piecemeal approach

A third option is to "piece together" different relations in which the biomarker of interest is a common factor when direct evidence of the biomarker's presence on the causal pathway between the food substance and a chronic disease is lacking. For example, if data show a quantitative relation between a food-substance intake and the biomarker of interest and other data show a quantitative relation between the biomarker of interest and the chronic disease, this evidence could be combined to establish a quantitative reference intake value for the chronic disease risk. This option has the advantage of relying on a wider breadth of the available evidence than the first 2 options and likely would enable DRI committees to consider more nutrient--chronic disease relations, but the approach would be fraught with uncertainties. Among its major disadvantages is its heavy reliance on expert judgments, which limit objectivity in its application.

Different types of reference values
-----------------------------------

Because of the conceptual issues discussed earlier in this section, reference values based on chronic disease endpoints likely need to be different from the traditional reference values for essential nutrients. Because many food substances share metabolic pathways, DRI committees could consider joint DRI values for groups of related food substances. Similarly, because a single dietary source might supply \>1 food substance, DRI committees could base reference values on groups of food substances to prevent harm (e.g., to minimize the risk that limiting the intake of 1 food substance will produce undesirable changes in intakes of other food substances). If a DRI committee uses a variety of chronic disease endpoints or a family of targeted food-substance-intake reductions to establish reference intake values, this process is likely to be strengthened by enhanced transparency and the estimation of associated uncertainties. Providing information on how benefits and risks are weighted would also likely assist users in their applications of derived values.

The impact of DRI values would likely be strengthened if their potential uses are considered in their derivation. Previous DRI committees have identified differences in the applicability and use of different types of reference values for planning and assessment in groups and individuals ([@b8], [@b10]). For example, the AI has limited applicability to dietary assessments of groups ([@b13]). As DRI committees consider possible approaches to establish reference values for chronic disease endpoints, how the different types of reference values could meet user needs and how users could apply these values will remain critical considerations.

### Types of reference values associated with benefit

#### Option 1: Establish chronic disease risk-reduction intake values (e.g., CD~CVD~).

DRI committees could modify the traditional EAR/RDA approach to estimate the mean intakes of individuals and the interindividual variability associated with specified disease risk reductions. This option is conceptually very similar to the traditional EAR/RDA approach, but the definitions and interpretations of reference values based on chronic disease endpoints are different from those based on classical deficiency endpoints. This option uses relative risks and requires knowledge of baseline disease prevalence, whereas the traditional approach is based on absolute risks and is independent of baseline prevalence. The mean intake values and associated variances for given magnitudes of risk reduction give valuable information on the "typical" person and population variability. These values could, therefore, be useful for assessing population and group prevalence. Several adaptations of this option are possible, depending on the nature of the available data.

Adaptation 1 is to set a single chronic disease risk-reduction (CD) value at the level above which higher intakes are unlikely to further reduce the risk of a specific disease. Such values would be similar to traditional EAR/RDA values in that they would be a point estimate with some known variation ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). An advantage of this kind of reference value is its similarity to the traditional EAR/RDA, which could help users understand the value as well as its use and application. Furthermore, this approach requires a high level of evidence and an understanding of the uncertainty around the value, which could maximize confidence in the value and its uses. The data required to establish a single CD value of this type are probably very limited. However, the possibility of developing this type of value may guide research.

Adaptation 2 is to establish multiple reference values on the basis of the expected degree of disease-risk reduction across a spectrum of intakes to yield a family of targeted reductions for a given chronic disease outcome and potentially for a variety of disease indicators with distinct intake-response relations to the disease. If a DRI committee uses this adaptation, it may find it useful to consider such factors as the severity and prevalence of outcomes. For a given distribution of intake within the population that has a given mean and some variability, a DRI committee could establish the expected risk reduction and identify an expression of uncertainty. Multiple values could be established on the basis of \>1 level of risk reduction.

Future DRI committees could establish reference values for different degrees of disease risk reduction and for different groups with different risk levels within a population. An advantage of this adaptation is that it gives users flexibility to choose reference values that meet their needs and are suitable for the risk profiles of individuals or groups to whom they apply the reference values. However, users could be confused about when and how to apply the different values. For this reason, the use of this adaptation requires careful attention to implementation guidance.

Adaptation 3 is for food substances that have causal relations at different intake levels to multiple chronic diseases. This adaptation involves establishing different reference values for different diseases (e.g., CD~CVD~, CD~cancer~). In addition, for each relation with a different chronic disease, a DRI committee could identify a family of targeted risk reductions to establish multiple CD values, each of which would be associated with a specific degree of risk reduction.

An advantage of this option is that DRI committees could establish CD point estimates for specified risk reductions for ≥1 chronic disease, which would provide flexibility to both committees and users. This adaptation may make it easier than the other 2 adaptations for users to understand when (e.g., for a life stage with a higher risk of the disease) and to which population or populations (e.g., those at higher risk of a given disease) to apply the values. Establishing reference values for multiple chronic diseases requires the same level of evidence, or an equivalent kind of evidence, for each disease to ensure that committees can develop all values and users can apply them with the same level of confidence. A disadvantage is that establishing several values could confuse users about their appropriate application. DRI committees could minimize this confusion by developing appropriate guidance on how to implement the values.

#### Option 2: Identify ranges of beneficial intakes.

In some cases, available data might be adequate only for deriving an intake range that can reduce the relative risk of a chronic disease to a specified extent. One end of this intake range is close to the point at which risk begins to decline or increase, depending on the relation, and the other end extends as far as the available evidence permits. The DRI committee could establish the range so that it does not increase the risk of adverse health effects ([Figure 5A, B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; see also section entitled "Options for resolving overlaps between benefit and harm" below and [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

These reference values have a purpose similar to the estimated risk-reduction intake value for a chronic disease (option 1), except that data for making point estimates or for estimating interindividual variation are not available, making a point estimate impossible to develop. Advantages of this option are that the level of evidence it requires is less stringent than that required for option 1 and it provides flexibility to users. A disadvantage is that the value is associated with lower confidence but users might apply it with confidence if they are unaware of its limitations. The use of a range to assess the prevalence of beneficial intakes in a population might also be challenging. Users would need clear guidance on how to apply these kinds of values. This approach could incorporate the AMDRs because the AMDRs represent a range of intakes associated with macronutrient adequacy. Future committees could be charged to review how users could apply such an approach to intakes of macronutrients or their constituents (e.g., a protein compared with a specific amino acid).

### ULs and reduction in chronic disease risk

The UL ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) is the highest average daily intake level likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects for nearly all people in a particular group ([@b7]). The UL is not a recommended level of intake but rather the highest intake that people can tolerate without the possibility of ill effects ([@b7]).

DRI committees have based most ULs on (often limited) evidence of toxicity or adverse events at a high nutrient intake level. Past DRI committees used a threshold model to calculate ULs, in which the intake-response relation has an inflection (threshold) point ([@b11]). Because of the paucity of evidence, most ULs were not based on chronic disease endpoints, although DRI committees tried to do so for a few nutrients (e.g., saturated and *trans* fats as well as sodium) with limited success ([@b13]). A key reason why basing ULs on chronic disease endpoints is so challenging is that the traditional UL definition is based on an intake level associated with no increase in absolute risk, whereas most data related to chronic disease risk are expressed as relative risk. When the interval between intakes associated with benefit and harm is wide and intakes associated with benefit do not overlap with those associated with harm (see below), options for setting the UL include the use of 1 or both traditional adverse events and chronic disease endpoints, depending on the nature and strength of the available evidence.

#### Option 1: Base ULs on the traditional threshold model.

One option is to continue to base ULs on the traditional threshold model when UL values based on chronic disease endpoints are higher than those based on traditional adverse effects. The advantages of this approach are that it allows the DRI committee to evaluate and consider the evidence available for setting a UL on the basis of chronic disease risk, while also allowing the committee to set a traditional UL, which has an established process and its limitations and applications are well understood. However, many traditional ULs are based on (very) limited data. Therefore, a disadvantage is that this option could prevent a DRI committee from establishing a UL on the basis of chronic disease risk (UL~CD~) that is higher than the intake levels associated with a traditional adverse effect regardless of the evidence available to support the UL or public health implications of the chronic disease. To date, DRI committees have not set any EAR or RDA at intakes higher than the traditional UL to ensure safe intakes across the population. This has been the case even if the intake of a food substance has a beneficial effect on chronic disease risk that is continuous above the UL. A more detailed discussion of the issue of overlapping beneficial and risk curves is given below under the section entitled "Overlaps between benefits and harms."

#### Option 2: Base UL~CD~ on intakes associated with chronic disease risk.

When the risk of a chronic disease increases at an intake below the traditional or current UL, a DRI committee could base a UL on chronic disease endpoints by using approaches analogous to the derivation of CD values (e.g., the development of 1 or multiple values for specified levels of relative risk reduction) or a threshold approach (e.g., identifying the inflection point at which absolute or relative risk increases). These values could be denoted as a chronic disease UL (UL~CD~) to distinguish them from a traditional UL. The UL~CD~ would be set at a level below which lower intakes are unlikely to achieve additional risk reduction for a specified disease. The traditional UL definition would have to be expanded to include intakes associated with changes in relative risk (in contrast to absolute risk) of an adverse effect. Because the UL~CD~ is based on changes in the relative risk of the chronic disease, intakes below the UL~CD~ might reduce but not necessarily eliminate disease risk, reflecting the multifactorial nature of chronic diseases.

An advantage of basing ULs on chronic disease endpoints is that it maximizes public health benefit. In addition, this approach is straightforward, and users could apply such a UL in a similar manner to a traditional UL. Elimination or limits on intake (e.g., of sodium) might be challenging to achieve. Nonetheless, the availability of the type of intake-response information in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} might be useful for analyzing dietary patterns that minimize risk. This information could also be useful for identifying the magnitude of chronic disease risk reduction achievable with various intake levels. Intakes associated with acute toxicity could still be documented in DRI reports, and intakes below a traditional UL would eliminate the risk of toxicity.

Adaptation 1 is to base a family of UL values on multiple levels of risk reduction, multiple endpoints (adverse effects and/or chronic diseases), or both. A strength of this adaptation is that it acknowledges that the relation between food substances and chronic diseases might be continuous and not have a threshold. Another strength of this approach is its flexibility in the application of the various UL values. A disadvantage is that the determination of a desirable target risk reduction could be challenging. A DRI committee could define the intakes necessary to achieve specific risk reductions. However, users might need to identify the level of risk, or a range of risk levels, that is appropriate for their application. Clear guidance on the application of the UL~CD~ values would be critical.

Overlaps between benefits and harms
-----------------------------------

Traditionally, the intakes of food substances associated with benefits and risks are separated by an interval that is large enough to prevent overlaps between the ranges associated with benefits and those associated with harms. Therefore, DRI committees have not typically needed to balance the risks and benefits of various intakes. However, intakes of some food substances associated with disease-risk reduction may overlap with intakes associated with adverse events, including increased chronic disease risk ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In some cases, the benefits and risks are associated with overlapping intakes of the same food substance (e.g., the same range of fluoride intakes is associated both with reductions in dental caries and fluorosis). In other cases, the intake level of 1 food substance that is associated with a reduced risk of a chronic disease could result in changes in intake levels of other food substances and thus of their associated benefits or risks (e.g., reducing intakes of a naturally occurring food substance to recommended levels might require drastic changes in dietary patterns that could reduce intakes of co-occurring essential nutrients found in the foods that contain the food substance being reduced, thereby potentially decreasing intakes of these other nutrients to levels below requirements). This could lead to inadvertent imbalances in the dietary pattern. It is also useful to consider whether risks and benefits occur within the same population or in disparate groups, such as in men or women, children or adults, high-risk populations or not, and so on. Several options for addressing overlap issues are described below.

### Option 1: Avoid overlap between beneficial intakes and intakes associated with adverse events

One option is to ensure that no point estimate or range of beneficial intakes for chronic disease risk reduction extends beyond the intake at which the risk of adverse events, including chronic diseases, increases. An advantage of this option is that the UL is easily interpretable and applicable because it does not require users to balance benefits and risks. A disadvantage is that it does not acknowledge possible benefits above the intake level associated with adverse events or reflect the limitations in the evidence and uncertainty factors that DRI committees have used to establish many ULs. These committees did not balance benefits and risks when they weighed the evidence on various potential endpoints (e.g., risk of a chronic disease or an acute adverse event).

### Option 2: Establish criteria related to severity and risk of chronic disease

Another option is to establish criteria for ULs on the basis of the minimum level of severity and prevalence of targeted chronic diseases and the degree of risk reduction associated with specified intakes. The DRI committee would apply analogous information on the nature of candidate adverse outcomes when establishing ULs. The advantage of this approach is that it allows DRI committees to evaluate the weight of the evidence for all endpoints. This approach limits considerations of risks and benefits to those that are biological, avoiding the need to take into consideration nonbiological factors (e.g., health care costs or quality of life). A challenge is integrating and interpreting the evidence for all endpoints.

### Option 3: Describe the nature of the evidence

Another option is to simply describe the nature of the evidence (e.g., type of evidence, quality, strength) and the public health implications of benefits and risks for the full range of intakes for which inferences are reasonably possible, along with remaining uncertainties. Ultimately, users would choose an appropriate balance between benefits and harms for their population of interest. An advantage is that this option allows the DRI committee to make science-based evaluations of the evidence and allows maximum flexibility for users in choosing the appropriate mix of risks and benefits for particular groups or scenarios when they apply the reference values. A challenge is the need to develop clear guidance on interpreting different types of reference values and on appropriate and inappropriate applications ([@b8], [@b10]). A disadvantage is that users might apply such reference values inappropriately.

Selecting indicators and specifying intake-response relations
-------------------------------------------------------------

This section focuses on options for addressing challenges associated with intake-response curves that are based on chronic disease endpoints, including the selection of indicators, confounding, and extrapolation to other age and sex groups.

### Qualified surrogate disease markers and nonqualified disease markers

Chronic diseases often have a range of indicators of variable prognostic value (e.g., metabolic perturbations, proteomic changes, or changes in a physiologic function). These indicators are sometimes also on the causal pathway between a food substance and the risk of the disease ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although identifying the intake-response relations between food substances and targeted chronic disease events is highly desirable, this goal is not always achievable. Therefore, DRI committees would use indicators on the causal pathway between a food substance and a chronic disease to establish reference intake values. Qualified surrogate disease markers provide the strongest evidence of a relation between the intake of a food substance and risk of a chronic disease. However, the list of qualified surrogate disease markers is short ([@b6]). The use of a nonqualified disease marker of intake-response is associated with higher uncertainty. Supporting mechanistic data for all indicators are desirable. Once a DRI committee has determined that the relation between the intake of a food substance and a chronic disease risk is causal, it has several options for selecting an indicator to quantify putative intake-response relations.

#### Option 1: Choose a single outcome indicator on the causal pathway.

One option is to select a single outcome indicator that is on the causal pathway, provided that it is sufficiently sensitive to quantify the relation between a food substance and a chronic disease. An advantage is that because this option is similar to the current approach for setting DRI values, it is straightforward and clearly understood. A disadvantage is that it could lead DRI committees to discard other valid indicators that describe other relevant intake-response relations. In addition, the indicator that the committee chooses might not accurately portray the relation between a food substance and an endpoint that is relevant to groups with diverse genetic backgrounds or diverse health habits.

#### Option 2: Use multiple indicators of a chronic disease.

A second option is to integrate information from multiple indicators of a given chronic disease that add substantially to the accuracy of the intake-response relation and the development of a reference value. The advantage of this approach is that it allows multiple, and possibly different, intake-response relations between the intake of a food substance and a chronic disease endpoint to be integrated. The use of this option helps the DRI committee understand variations in uncertainties about a given intake estimate associated with a chronic disease that is measured by multiple indicators. A challenge is that integrating information from multiple indicators could be complex, and the use of this option might require the development and validation of new statistical models.

#### Option 3: Use of multiple indicators for multiple diseases.

DRI committees might need to use a third option when a single food substance has different intake-response relations with multiple chronic diseases ([@b30]). In this situation, the committee might need to develop criteria for selecting appropriate disease indicators to establish multiple intake-response relations, methods to integrate multiple endpoints, and approaches to account for the inevitable interindividual variability in the relations of interest. A committee might develop different reference values for each disease endpoint. The advantage of this approach is that it takes into consideration the full landscape of evidence on a given food substance. This option also gives users flexibility in applying the reference values that are most relevant to individuals or populations of interest. A disadvantage is that if a DRI committee establishes a single, integrated reference value by using this approach, this value might not be consistent with increasingly attractive approaches that fall under the category of precision or personalized medicine. A challenge is the need to develop a methodology to integrate this kind of evidence.

If a DRI committee uses a substitute outcome (qualified surrogate or nonqualified disease marker) to establish a DRI value, committees typically need to evaluate the evidence that supports the putative relations between surrogate outcomes and the intake-chronic disease relation. In most cases, data that show the relation between a qualified surrogate disease marker and a chronic disease would be available from existing sources.

### Biomarkers of intake

To implement each of these options, DRI committees can use available intake biomarkers in place of or complementary to dietary intake data to determine intake-response relations. The advantage of doing so is that it minimizes nonrandom errors and biases linked to self-reported dietary intakes. A challenge is that qualified biomarkers of intake are not available for many food substances. In qualifying these as surrogate intake markers, any inherent errors or biases, as described in the section entitled "Factors that influence or confound intake-response relations" below, may need to be taken into account.

Mode-of-action frameworks
-------------------------

The use of a statistical approach is 1 way to establish the intake-response relation between a food substance and a chronic disease ([@b13]). However, disease pathogenic processes are often gradual and cumulative. DRI committees can use a number of indicators on causal pathways between food-substance intakes and risks of chronic diseases to determine intake-response relations. For this reason, biological approaches that use a mode-of-action framework can provide information on relations between food substances and chronic diseases. Such a framework takes into account the role of biological mechanisms in establishing quantitative reference intakes. The application of a biological framework requires knowledge of the key molecular events, biological systems, and biological pathways that a food-substance intake modifies ([@b94]). This approach has been proposed for the development of ULs, although it could also be useful for establishing relations between food substances and chronic disease endpoints ([@b94]).

Issues to consider when applying biological frameworks
------------------------------------------------------

Issues for DRI committees to consider include whether chronic disease risks respond to food-substance intakes and the potential severity of ultimate biological effects if prevention does not occur at an early, more modifiable phase of the disease process. The intake-response relation between a food substance and key events in the pathogenesis of a chronic disease might not be linear at all intakes or at all periods of exposure. Cumulative processes might proceed continuously, but incrementally over time and might surpass a threshold of reversibility. Examples of reversible events include enzyme inhibition and modest losses of readily replaceable cell types. Examples of events that are irreversible or difficult to reverse include the loss of cells that do not typically proliferate, such as many types of neurons whose loss causes chronic neurological diseases. Individuals in a population have a continuous distribution of these processes or events. The reversible or irreversible nature of key intermediate events in the causal chain affects whether targeted effects might respond to nutritional interventions and the dynamics of these potential benefits. Knowledge of these key events and their impact on intake-response relations could inform the establishment of DRI values based on chronic disease endpoints.

Factors that influence or confound intake-response relations
------------------------------------------------------------

The accurate description of intake-response relations between food substances and chronic diseases depends heavily on the accuracy of the measurements of intakes and disease outcomes. Many methods produce inaccurate and inconsistent estimates of intakes of diverse food substances. For example, food-frequency questionnaires tend to be more biased than 24-h recalls or records when measuring energy intakes ([@b44]). Even the "gold standard" weighed food records result in underreporting of energy intakes ([@b95]). In addition, the use of outdated or flawed food-composition databases can introduce errors, and food-substance bioavailability can vary by food matrix or source (e.g., the bioavailability of naturally occurring folates differs from that of folic acid). To add to this complexity, some food substances (e.g., short-chain fatty acids, vitamin D, vitamin K, and folate) have nondietary sources, including the microbiome and metabolic processes that contribute to exposure but that dietary intake estimates cannot quantify. Random measurement errors often attenuate observed associations between intakes and chronic disease risks. Systematic assessment biases can also distort these associations, particularly if they are based on dietary self-reports. Nonrandom errors in estimates of dietary intake bias the regression relation in that the intercept is overestimated and the slope is underestimated. Such errors can result in highly variable and often biased intake measures that serve as the basis for substantial underestimates of intake and/or distortions of intake-response relations. For these reasons, biases related to measurement error require attention in the calculation of intake-response relations.

It is possible to overcome these shortcomings by using qualified biomarkers of food-substance intakes and exposures. Biomarkers of intake (not status) can mitigate or correct the biases associated with self-reported dietary intake data, but they are only available for a few food substances (e.g., urinary nitrogen is a biomarker for protein) ([@b44], [@b67]). Metabolomics is a promising approach for identifying new biomarkers that reflect nutritional intake or exposure in biological samples, such as blood or urine. Researchers can use these biomarkers, such as metabolite production by diet-dependent gut microbiota, to track dietary intakes and other exposures ([@b96], [@b97]). Finding biomarkers of long-term intakes is likely to be particularly challenging, however.

In determining intake-response relations, clinical events (e.g., CVD outcome such as stroke or heart attack) or qualified surrogate disease markers are nearly always preferable as the outcome measure because they can provide a moderate to high level of confidence in the reference values depending on the quality of the evidence ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}). However, intake-response data from RCTs based on clinical endpoints are seldom available and are often impractical to obtain. In additon, there are a limited number of qualified surrogate disease markers. Chronic disease outcome measures are more readily available from observational studies, but these study designs are subject to the systematic biases associated with self-reported intakes. Thus, calculations of intake-response relations might need to use less-than-ideal outcome data and/or be derived from observational studies. In these cases, DRI committees could consider and describe the associated uncertainties. The use of these types of outcome measures and study designs requires accurate and consistent measurement of chronic disease indicators and knowledge of assay biases. Random errors in the measurement of the dependent variable, which could be a disease or its biomarker, distort or obscure intake-response relations but do not necessarily bias them.

Extrapolation of intake-response data
-------------------------------------

DRI committees have often extrapolated intake reference values from a single life-stage or age and sex group to other life-stage and age and sex groups in the absence of group-specific data, with the primary aim of preventing deficiency diseases ([@b13]). Relations between food substances and chronic diseases may differ substantially by life stage, physiologic state, and time since exposure. Therefore, the extrapolation of DRI values based on chronic disease endpoints might be more challenging than of those based on deficiency disease criteria.

A framework to develop DRI values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints would benefit from the a priori development of criteria for appropriate use of imputation (and/or extrapolation). In developing such criteria, differences in background risk in subpopulations will be useful to consider. [Figure 5A, B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} depicts a single risk background as the starting point from which food-substance intakes can modify chronic disease risk. However, background risk levels differ by population. Such differences probably alter intake-response relations between food substances and chronic diseases.

### Option 1: Establish reference intake values only for similar populations

One option is to establish DRI values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints only for populations that are similar to studied groups. This differs from setting traditional DRI values for essential nutrients for which a value was set for all groups. The advantage is that the basis for the recommendation is very strong because of the limited chance of added error or uncertainty due to extrapolation. The disadvantage is that the reference values for health benefit or risk would apply only to selected subgroups even if they benefit others.

### Option 2: Allow extrapolation when sufficient evidence is available

A second option is to allow extrapolation when sufficient evidence shows that specific intakes of a food substance can increase or decrease the risk of a chronic disease. An advantage is the option's potential to extend reference values to unstudied populations. A disadvantage is that the science supporting extrapolation is weak, and this option could lead to the perception that a given intake is associated with a health effect when direct evidence of such an association does not exist. DRI committees need reliable methods to extrapolate the effects of a food substance on a chronic disease. One possible approach is to incorporate baseline variances by assuming the central tendency of the population while taking changes in demographic characteristics (e.g., in age or body weight) into consideration. A potentially useful approach is to define the population distribution of susceptibilities to different chronic diseases in relation to food-substance intakes over time periods that are specific to individual causal processes. DRI committees can use such distributions to conduct analyses that juxtapose changes in population benefits and risks that are likely to result from defined changes in dietary intakes.

VII. DRI PROCESS
================

Inclusion of chronic disease endpoints in future DRIs
-----------------------------------------------------

Substantial challenges persist in basing reference intake values on chronic disease endpoints ([@b22]). One challenge is the paucity of sufficiently relevant and robust evidence for evaluating causality in suspected relations between food substances and chronic diseases. A second challenge is the frequent inappropriateness of the present EAR/RDA and UL frameworks for deriving DRIs on the basis of chronic disease endpoints. This situation is counterbalanced by improved tools to assess the quality of available evidence, increasingly transparent and rigorous approaches for synthesizing evidence, and new evidence likely to become available in the future. The promise of major technological advances and emerging scientific knowledge support the need for continuing attention to this area (see sections V-A and V-B) and the continued explicit consideration of chronic disease endpoints in DRI deliberations.

The approach (see section IV) a DRI committee chooses for establishing DRIs depends on the nature of the available evidence and/or the targeted endpoint or endpoints. Although a nutrient deficiency has a single direct cause (i.e., an inadequate intake), chronic diseases have multiple causes. Furthermore, a food substance can have multiple biological effects that are or are not on a disease's causal pathway, a food substance might modify the risk of \>1 chronic disease, and intakes might have different effects at different life stages. In addition, absolute and often more immediate risks characterize classical relations between food substances and deficiencies, whereas relations between food substances and chronic diseases are most often reported as relative risks. The resultant pathology often becomes evident only after prolonged relevant exposures.

Such differences between nutrient deficiency diseases and chronic disease risk reduction require distinct definitions for reference values. These differences also have implications for the interpretation of reference values. Reference values for chronic disease relations usually reflect "optimal" intakes, whereas those for nutrient deficiencies are based on intake requirements to prevent deficiencies ([@b98]). DRI committees must often express reference values for chronic diseases as reductions in specific relative risks that vary by intake.

Ideally, future DRI values will be more applicable to specific population groups and more relevant to diverse settings, and they will better target chronic disease risks. The challenges that we have reviewed in the earlier sections underscore the fact that the broader incorporation of chronic disease endpoints into DRIs requires more sophisticated approaches than those that DRI committees have previously used. This section describes procedural issues pertaining to how to accommodate chronic disease endpoints into future DRI review processes.

Process components and options
------------------------------

The process to establish the current DRI values consisted of reviewing a group of related food substances that clearly focus on essential nutrients. When DRI committees selected indicators for setting reference values for adequacy or benefit and for potential increases in risk of harm, they considered both classical nutrient deficiency and chronic disease endpoints. The endpoint they selected depended primarily on the strength of the available evidence. DRI committees estimated reference values for adequacy (i.e., an EAR/RDA or AI) and increased risk (i.e., UL) across life-stage groups often by using extrapolations. Summary tables of reference values for adequacy did not identify whether selected endpoints were based on classical nutrient deficiency or chronic disease endpoints. ULs were based on measures of toxicity. Users had to consult the supporting text to determine the nature of the indicators or endpoints used. The continued need for reference intake values based on either classical nutrient endpoints or chronic disease risk and the attendant challenges suggest ≥2 options.

### Option 1: Continue to use a single DRI development process

One option is to continue considering chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews but to expand the types of reference values to clearly distinguish those based on classical nutrient adequacy from those based on chronic disease endpoints ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). This option makes the addition of CD~XX~ (where XX denotes the specific chronic disease) and UL~CD~ values or ranges a natural extension of the current process. A major advantage is that DRI committees would continue to use a single process to develop all reference values for individual food substances (or small groups of food substances). To enhance the usability of this option, future reference value summary tables could clearly describe the nature of the health indicator that the DRI committee used to establish each of the dietary reference values (e.g., EAR based on a disease of deficiency, CD~XX~ based on a chronic disease, UL based on traditional toxicities, UL~CD~ based on a chronic disease). The simultaneous review and establishment of all values related to ≥1 food substances would ensure consistency, when appropriate, among the multiple endpoints that a committee used. This approach also allows committees to suggest how to apply the various values (e.g., the populations to which these values apply under given conditions).

The challenges to continuing to include reference values based on chronic disease risk reduction within the DRI process result from experiences of DRI committees in applying the present framework to chronic disease endpoints and the expanding understanding of the pathophysiology of diseases of interest. Therefore, this option requires an expanded set of approaches for setting reference values (as described in section VI) because the current EAR/RDA and UL models often do not work well for chronic disease endpoints. This option also likely requires the development of criteria and approaches for addressing the types of evidence available for evaluating relations between food substances and chronic diseases, as described in section V-A.

An advantage is that this option would integrate multiple disciplines because future DRI committees would need a broader range of expertise than previous DRI committees, bringing an interdisciplinary approach to the setting of DRI values. However, reaching consensus among experts with different experiences, subject matter knowledge, and public health perspectives could be more challenging than narrower approaches.

### Option 2: Create 2 separate processes for developing DRIs

A second option is to create 2 separate but complementary, and possibly iterative or integrated, committees to develop reference values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints or deficiency diseases. The FNB or a government agency could appoint a new committee to establish reference values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints, or an existing group that is independent of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (e.g., expert panels from chronic disease societies or standing government advisory committees) could establish these reference values. This new reference-setting group would coordinate its activities closely with the current DRI process based on adequacy.

As the volume of data grows over time, a challenge of incorporating chronic disease endpoints into current DRI processes will be appointing expert groups that can adequately address the challenges of analyzing all of the relevant evidence and calculating intake-response relations on the basis of either classical nutrient deficiencies or relations with chronic diseases for specific nutrients or groups of nutrients. Therefore, an advantage is that this option could allow committees to focus on the literature and challenges associated only with classical nutrient risks or with chronic diseases. Close coordination of these 2 committees would enhance the likelihood of consistent approaches to reference value development for the same food substances while engaging individuals with the most relevant expertise and, subsequently, more relevant audiences in the implementation of these reference values.

However, coordinating 2 separate committees is more complex than the current approach. The content experts who can best evaluate chronic disease risk might not be familiar with DRI processes and applications. A major disadvantage is that if coordination is not successful, the risk is high of developing contradictory reference values because committees could use different methods and frameworks. In addition, coordinating \>1 panel will be more time-consuming and costly than the current structure. Another major disadvantage is that a single, internationally recognized authoritative body (i.e., the FNB) manages the current DRI process. As a result, the deliberations and decision-making processes of DRI committees are independent of vested interests, which enhance the integrity and status of their decisions. Assigning 2 separate, but coordinated, committees to develop reference values for the same food substances might not achieve the desired level of independence and integrity.

Starting-point issues and options
---------------------------------

The starting point of current DRI processes is individual food substances, and DRI committees consider all pertinent outcomes related to varying intakes of given food substances. A possible alternative is to start with a chronic disease or diseases and then identify all food substances with established effects on that disease.

### Option 1: Establish DRIs for individual or small groups of interrelated food substances

Advantages of this option are that it is consistent with current DRI approaches and that some key uses (e.g., for regulatory purposes) involve individual food substances. A disadvantage is the difficulty of separating the effects of individual food substances from those of diets and dietary patterns when addressing chronic disease relations. Most of the available evidence comes from observational studies with the strong potential to confound relations between multiple food substances and targeted chronic diseases.

### Option 2: Establish DRIs for multiple food substances on the basis of a chronic disease endpoint

This approach requires a different paradigm than the one that DRI committees currently use. For each selected chronic disease, DRI committees would develop a reference value for all food substances that have a causal relation with the risk of that disease. This approach could probably accommodate interactions between food substances more easily than option 1. Because this approach is different from the current DRI approach, it would require a separate process or a major revamping and expansion of the current process. Developing DRIs in this way would be more complex and probably more expensive. Such a process would probably also require some a priori criteria to limit the number of chronic diseases that DRI committees consider to a manageable number. As a result, DRI committees might be unable to address some chronic diseases for which evidence of benefit of certain food-substance intakes exists (e.g., lutein and reduced risk of macular degeneration) but that do not receive a high-enough priority rating for the committee to consider them. This process could also compete with existing approaches to chronic disease prevention, such as the processes that chronic disease societies use to develop guidelines for disease prevention, which could lead to inconsistent recommendations.

VIII. FORTHCOMING TOOLS
=======================

The challenges identified by the working group led them to briefly consider examples of forthcoming tools and novel study designs of potential future utility in overcoming anticipated hurdles (e.g., addressing complexities related to multiple, interactive etiologies and longitudinal characteristics of chronic diseases). Neither the tools nor the study designs that we considered are under development specifically for establishing food-substance reference values. We viewed these examples as potentially adaptable to future DRI processes that focus on relations between food substances and chronic diseases and that represent research opportunities ([**Table 10**](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Opportunities for research related to basing DRIs on chronic disease endpoints

  Report section or subsection                                              Topic
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Biomarkers of intake                                                      Evaluation and qualification of biomarkers of long-term food substance intake
  Selection of chronic disease outcome measures                             Evaluation and qualification of biomarkers of chronic diseases
  Tools for assessing the evidence                                          Development of tools for integrating food substance--specific quality of evidence criteria with generic criteria for evaluating study quality
  Options for acceptable levels of confidence that the relation is causal   Development of level of evidence criteria for setting different types of DRI values on the basis of chronic disease endpoints
  Shape of the intake-response curve                                        Development of statistical approaches and theoretical paradigms for integrating diverse relations between food substances and chronic diseases, such as U-shaped intake-risk modeling
  Forthcoming tools                                                         Further evaluation and consideration of criteria for assessing the utility of Mendelian randomization for setting DRI values
                                                                            Further evaluation and consideration of systems science in setting DRI values
                                                                            Further evaluation and consideration of the usefulness of evolving concepts and understanding of precision medicine in setting DRI values developed specifically for individuals

DRI, Dietary Reference Intake.

Biomarker-based dietary assessment
----------------------------------

As noted above, most of the literature on dietary factors in relation to chronic disease is based on observational studies that use self-report tools for individual dietary assessment. These intake-assessment tools are known to be associated with substantial underestimation biases, particularly for energy intakes ([@b66], [@b67]). However, for a few nutritional variables, there is an established biomarker of short-term intake; the most notable examples are a doubly labeled water biomarker for energy ([@b99]) and a urinary nitrogen biomarker for protein ([@b100]). The self-report data do not align well with these biomarkers, especially for energy, where correlations are mainly in the range of 0.0--0.2 \[e.g. ([@b67])\]. Furthermore, when studies used these biomarkers to correct (calibrate) associations between energy consumption and chronic disease, they found strong positive associations for prominent vascular diseases, cancers, and diabetes (with some caveat about the need to use BMI for intake assessment in the calibration procedure) that are not evident without biomarker calibration ([@b45]). This experience suggests that a concerted research effort to develop qualified surrogate intake biomarkers for additional dietary substances (e.g., the use of metabolomics profiles in urine and blood) could create important opportunities to strengthen information on associations between diet and chronic disease outcomes for use in future DRIs and for other purposes. This approach could also allow observational study researchers to reduce their dependence on dietary self-report intake data and instead measure qualified biomarkers---for example, in stored biospecimens---to analyze prospective cohort data in a case-control mode.

Mendelian randomization and causality
-------------------------------------

The impact of factors, such as confounding and reverse causation, cannot be underestimated when data derived from observational studies are considered. However, in the absence of RCT data, Mendelian randomization may provide useful information for making causal inferences about observed associations between a food substance and a chronic disease in an observational study. This method uses genetic variants within a population that modify the relation between an "exposure" and a phenotype. DRI committees could use genetic variants that modify the status or metabolism of a food substance to assess its relation to chronic disease risk with consideration of the limitations of this approach. For example, studies have examined the relations between gene variants that modify circulating 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentrations and the risk of several chronic diseases, including multiple sclerosis ([@b51]) and CVD ([@b50]), all-cause mortality ([@b48]), and surrogate endpoints, such as hypertension ([@b49]). Other studies have examined the association between gene variants that modify circulating triglycerides and coronary artery disease ([@b101]) or HDL cholesterol and type 2 diabetes ([@b102]). These studies might offer an alternative or complementary approach for inferring causality in specific situations.

U-shaped dose-risk relations
----------------------------

Researchers have modeled the U-shaped exposure-risk relation for copper by using severity scoring and categorical regression analysis to develop a single intake value that balances the risk of deficiency with that of adverse events, including toxicity ([@b103]). This approach could simultaneously fit multiple endpoints (e.g., deficiency, chronic disease, and excess) to a U-shaped or J-shaped intake-response curve that maximizes benefit and minimizes the probability of an adverse outcome due to either excess or inadequate intake of a food substance. The bottom of the U-shaped curve for copper minimizes the total risk of an adverse outcome due to excess or deficiency (or both), and this curve provides a possible benchmark for establishing dietary reference intake values for food substances with U-shaped intake-response relations. Confidence limits around the value might also be useful in establishing an allowable range of intakes ([@b103]).

An advantage is that this approach integrates the risk of multiple endpoints, including those that are beneficial or adverse, related to the intake of a nutrient while enabling a single best estimate of the exposure that minimizes overall risk. A challenge is the likely lack of accurate data on intakes that result in deficiency, chronic disease, and/or toxicity in different population groups or of the ability to integrate all endpoints. In addition, the categorization of endpoints and the use of scoring criteria to categorize outcome severity are subjective, which may result in bias. Some information or data are "hidden" in the model, which reduces transparency. This approach could limit flexibility in the application of (multiple) reference values associated with a single endpoint (or variety of endpoints) and the use of these values in personalized medicine because it results in the development of a single optimized value or range. However, the approach might be valuable for setting optimized intake values for food substances that have a narrow range or no range between maximal benefit and minimal harm.

Enhanced function-based DRIs
----------------------------

The options in this document focus on the risk of chronic disease. However, it might be possible to apply these or similar options to the relation between food substances and enhanced function, possibly within the normal range. Examples of endpoints include enhanced cognition and endothelial elasticity. However, because DRI-based conclusions serve as authoritative statements for health claims on food labels, it would need to be clear that reference values based on enhanced function do not necessarily reduce chronic disease risk and are outside the context of chronic disease risk reduction. The interpretation and use of these values could be challenging. Concerns similar to those about biomarkers of chronic disease endpoints apply to biomarkers of enhanced function. In addition, the concept of enhanced function might be more similar to the concept of nutrient adequacy than to that of chronic disease risk.

Systems science
---------------

Systems science is an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the nature of simple to complex systems that aims to develop interdisciplinary foundations that are applicable in a variety of areas, such as biology, medicine, and nutrition. The relations between nutrition and disease are complex and bidirectional ([@b104]). For example, many infectious diseases cause malnourishment even when the food and nutrient supply is consistent with current reference intakes. Another example is that malnourished and overnourished obese people are more susceptible to many diseases, including infectious diseases. Systems science could potentially integrate the multitude of factors that influence mechanistic relations between a food substance and a chronic disease, including such variables as compromised immune function, reduced epithelial integrity, an altered microbiome, oxidative stress, and other functions. Equally important is that systems science might enable the more effective inclusion of longitudinal aspects of relations between diet and chronic disease across life stages. Comprehensive system frameworks would be necessary that link dietary patterns and intakes of specific food substances to food-substance absorption, metabolism, bioactivity, excretion, tissue uptake, and function along with a variety of metabolic and functional health endpoints and food-substance to food-substance interactions. This tool also could accommodate the added complexity of environmental and behavioral factors that influence diet-disease risk relations. If successful, this approach would improve the ability to recommend what, when, and how to eat and what to prioritize to influence an individual's health status.

Application of chronic disease--based DRIs in precision medicine
----------------------------------------------------------------

Precision medicine focused on prevention involves interventions targeted to the needs of an individual on the basis of his or her genetic, biomarker, phenotypic, or psychosocial characteristics ([@b105]). Although clinicians do not apply precision medicine widely, genetic testing for polymorphisms associated with the risk of a disease (e.g., cancer) is increasingly available, and some specific therapies for treating these diseases exist. Examples of the application of precision medicine to the risk of a chronic disease associated with a food substance already exist. For example, genetic polymorphisms associated with varied responsiveness to statins for the treatment of CVD are available and now influence the choice of diet therapy to combine with drug therapy ([@b106]). Such approaches are not new to nutrition (e.g., dietary recommendations are available for highly penetrant and severe monogenic traits, phenylketonuria, and thalassemia, as well as more complex conditions, such as type 2 diabetes). New technologies that enable increasingly precise targeting of diet-based recommendations are likely to influence future DRI values and frameworks and help solve current challenges related to the use of chronic disease endpoints.

IX. CONCLUSIONS
===============

The development of the DRIs has been critical for the successful (near) elimination of diseases of deficiency in Canada and the United States. If the DRI framework could be expanded to more effectively include chronic disease outcomes, the potential impact on public health would be even greater. This report identified the evidence-related and intake-response-relation challenges that have hampered the inclusion of chronic disease endpoints in the derivation of DRIs with the use of a traditional framework and approach. The report presents several potential options to address those challenges. The next step will be to make decisions about the feasibility of including chronic disease endpoints in future DRI reviews and to determine which options and/or their adaptations warrant inclusion in guiding principles for basing DRI values on chronic disease endpoints.

Traditional DRIs have always been based on adequacy for the apparently healthy population. However, when DRI values are based on chronic disease endpoints, the target population or populations might be narrower (e.g., individuals with high blood pressure or obesity). Although beyond the scope of this report, further consideration of how to define target populations when DRIs are based on reduction in chronic disease risk may be needed.

The report also highlights several research opportunities that are key to the derivation of future DRIs based on chronic disease endpoints ([Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}). Among the most salient examples of those opportunities are the need for qualified biomarkers of long-term intakes for a large array of nutritional variables (i.e., nutrients and other food substances), tools specifically designed to assess the quality of evidence required for setting DRIs, and novel statistical and other analytic methods for integrating diverse relations linking specific food components to multiple outcomes of interest.
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